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Shared spaces are increasingly being used in working environments to cope with
the limitations in the available facilities, in terms of both square meters and costs.
One important example of shared resource is represented by a meeting room that
can be booked and used by several actors, for instance, companies co-located in
a business hub. To this end, current reservation systems have several limitations.
First, access control is not really enforced based on the owner of the booking.
Second, it is difficult to monitor the utilization of resources unless occupancy
sensors are deployed, thus incurring in additional costs.
In this thesis we have realized a cloud-based reservation and access system for
shared rooms. Our solution is based on an electronic lock and a digital sign to-
gether with a reservation server. Users can book a room by using third-party
authentication and can access the room by a simple and usable method that
involves scanning a QR Code with a mobile phone. We have designed the sys-
tem architecture and have implemented the service by using modern mobile web
technologies. We have also analyzed the economic feasibility of our approach
and developed a supporting business model. Our system has been piloted in the
Learning Hub of the Computer Science library as part of the Flexible Spaces
Service project sponsored by the EIT ICT Labs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Progress in mobile devices, including smartphones and tablets, and the con-
vergence with cloud computing technologies are making possible to realize
a variety of innovative pervasive services, such as those in ubiquitous com-
puting. The goal is to blend these services into our everyday physical envi-
ronment so naturally that they will become invisible. Nowadays, pervasive
services are a very important area in many application fields, thereby it in-
troduces new challenges and research opportunities.
However, the effective design and development of pervasive services re-
quires adaptive interactions among multiple devices and software components
with properties that distinguish them from traditional information system.
Proposals from the early 2000s [45, 46, 50] try to account issues related to
smart environments. Indeed, recent advances in sensing and communications
technologies make it feasible to realize smart or intelligent environments that
respond to the complexities of modern life and support new services. Cook
and Das [46] defined a smart environment as an environment capable to
collect data and apply it with usefulness, improving an inhabitant experience.
Others, considered flexible spaces to allow new social interaction patterns,
such as shared spaces for working in collaborative environments. Among
them, the Flexible Spaces Service (FSS) project sponsored by the EIT ICT
Labs and coordinated by VTT [28].
Therefore, modeling integrated pervasive services and their execution en-
vironments must be able to gather information about users and their physical
and digital environment to adapt the provided service to their current con-
text. Consequently, these services will bridge the gap between digital or
physical worlds by providing users with more personalized services. This is
nowadays possible due to the proliferation of devices realizing the vision of
ubiquitous computing that Mark Weiser proposed in the early 1990s [84].
The main idea was to spread computing capabilities that become familiar
1
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and support a modern digital life.
This thesis aims at addressing the field of pervasive computing and more
precisely the area of flexible spaces. At the time of writing, despite the success
of pervasive services, there has been little research support for programming,
i.e., every solution is still an ad-hoc solution. Additionally, shared spaces are
increasingly being used in working environments to cope with the limitations
in the available facilities, in terms of both square meters and costs.
The objective at the thesis is to realize a cloud-based reservation and
access system for shared rooms. Our solution is based on an electronic lock
and a digital sign together with a reservation server. Users can book a room
by using third-party login and access the room by a simple and usable method
that involves scanning a QR Code with a mobile phone. We have designed the
system architecture and implemented the service by using modern mobile web
technologies. We have also analyzed the economic feasibility of our approach
and developed a supporting business model. Our system has been piloted in
the Learning Hub of the Computer Science Library of Aalto University [1]
as part of the Flexible Spaces Service project.
Furthermore, the system and its user interface can be suitably adapted
to cover other applications to workspaces, such as, for instance, enterprises
and public organizations or other smart environments. For these reasons, the
interest of this work extends well beyond the limits of the specific, though
an important service described in the thesis.
1.1 Research Topic
The rising popularity of pervasive computing and a growing desire for success-
ful projects in the marketplace, motivate an urgent need to create pervasive
services to facilitate the construction of context-aware platforms to optimize
the operation of the devices that populate smart and flexible environments.
On the other hand, shared spaces and resources in working places are in-
creasing, which brings difficulties in terms of facilities, both square meters
and costs. There are studies [33, 35] showing that facilities in terms of total
business costs is the second highest cost after salaries. Besides this, another
limitation is the space area, because it is hard to move, increase or reduce
people.
Nevertheless, accordingly to a recent study conducted in Aalto University
about work environments [36], the average rate of the utilization of Aalto
spaces is below 20%; meeting rooms even have utilization rates lower than
10%.
These are some of the constraints affecting shared or flexible spaces, which
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motivate us to design a valuable solution to efficiently use available spaces.
For instance, providing in real time the information where is an empty room
and simplifying the access to the flexible environment. These solutions create
a better atmosphere for the people.
One important example of shared resources is represented by a meeting
room that can be booked and used by several actors, for instance, compa-
nies co-located in a business hub. To this end, current reservation systems
have several bottlenecks. First, access control (identifying the user), hence
unauthorized person can occupy easily the room (room squatting). Second,
it is difficult to monitor the utilization of resources unless occupancy sensors
are deployed, although this approach is still not reliable without a valid user
identification. Third, primitive procedures still remains such as manual room
booking.
The objective of the work is to realized a cloud-based reservation and
access system for shared rooms. The fight integration with the physical
environment – sensors, mobility devices – and software is what allow us to
take appropriate actions. By making this relationship explicit we derived
a framework. This study was driven by the need for a practical pervasive
service for flexible space with potential for commercial exploitation. We
considered different ways to design the system and to implement the service,
then we have chosen the technological communication solution that performs
better than existing ones. We have also derived a business model to realize
the service offering.
The design and modelling was focused in the flexible space of Aalto Com-
puter Science Library to support students, professors, and visitors wherein
one of the activities is “User requests a room in the library for a specific
date and time”. The concept that our work proposed is a web service-based
solution that comes when the user navigates from his physical world to the
Web to pick up the URL of the reservation system to activate “Book Room”,
also to scan QR Code using the smartphone to activate “Door Open”.
Traditionally, a lot of work have been developed in pervasive computing
on behalf of users concerning devices and applications. However, the evolu-
tion of pervasive computing with service-oriented computing is less reported.
In addition, there is a need to provide transparent interfaces between dis-
parate entities in the environment. The propose is to study this pervasive
(intelligent) environment focusing on services to support user’s basic activi-
ties.
We have built our cloud-based distributed architecture using the Node.js/Hapi.js
frameworks for fast and scalable web applications written in JavaScript. We
have developed the system with a generic mechanism for context manage-
ment, using MongoDB for storing the application state, and OAuth to allow
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secure authorization. We have also adopted HTML5, CSS, and jQuery as a
basis for our responsive website design. For the local network the system has
a digital signage based on TOTP algorithm and an advertising URL through
a Quick Response (QR) Code.
A new service can be defined as “an offering not previously available
to customers that they perceive as being new”[42]. Therefore, we provided
a practical approach to link the technological value to customer value by
business models formulation, based on Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportuni-
ties and Threats (SWOT) analysis, Service, Technology, Organization and
Finance (STOF) method and financial considerations.
1.2 Contributions
This study has contributed to the research literature by presenting important
issues related to pervasive services focus on flexible context programming
capabilities, and also examining features for customer and network value by
formulating the business model.
On the one hand, service providers and users/consumers will benefit
about the success of pervasive services implementation. The research for
innovation may be conducted in real-life context, such as everyday life, work
or leisure contexts, which is the environment of this thesis.
The major features of our approach are the following:
• a solution that combines a smart electronic lock and a cloud-based
reservation system for shared spaces;
• the electronic lock as an enabling technology that allows to enforce
access control and to indirectly measure the space utilization;
• the reservation system is flexible to implement different policies and
incentives;
• shared spaces with an efficient use by maximizing the square meters
and reducing the costs;
• meeting rooms were the focus, because they have the lowest rate of
space utilization among the other spaces in Aalto University [36].
On the other hand, the contribution to research agenda will be the look-
ing into some aspects of established unified and ubiquitous communications
services academic discipline.
At the end, the contribution that we can obtain facilitates other research
developments on pervasive services computing.
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1.3 Structure
The remainder of the thesis is organized in five chapters. Chapter 2 focuses on
the background aspects of ubiquitous computing as well as concepts related
to smart environments, then summarizes the related work about technologies
for pervasive services.
Chapter 3 provides the case study scenario and the design and imple-
mentation of the proposed system, which realizes the reservation and access
control service. Chapter 4 details the business models and analyzes the eco-
nomic feasibility of the proposed solution.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents some concluding remarks with directions for
further research.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we begin by looking at pervasive services in flexible spaces
and defining the core concepts, after which we discuss the importance of
technologies that are relevant from a service perspective.
2.1 Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing
The term ubiquitous means everywhere. In computer science it refers to
devices that are distributed into the physical world, giving users access to
computing and communication capabilities. So, ubiquitous computing inte-
grates technology into the environment.
The ubiquitous computing devices can be computers, sensors or comput-
ers embedded in everyday objects. At the same time, ubiquitous computing
involves the necessary information and technology infrastructures (ICT).
The ICT sector is assisting a tremendously evolution since the years 1990s,
with Mark Weiser’s original vision of calm computing [85], to the actual sec-
ond decade of the 21st century, with the emergence of ubiquitous deployment
of public display systems using techniques to build large-scale networks [47].
More recently, appears pervasive service computing concept enabling tech-
nology (like mobile phones, portable computers and smart jackets) and hu-
man behavior interactions within environment by – always available – ser-
vices. According to Zhou et al. [86] nowadays many areas like remote com-
munication; remote information access; fault tolerance; high availability;
and security and privacy are foundational to construct pervasive computing.
Nonetheless, drivers like: (i) mobility in the systems; (ii) service-oriented
systems developed around business processes; (iii) context-awareness sys-
tems that can sense the physical environment; (iv) smart devices, appliances
specialized in information; are the crucial factors that make evolution for the
6
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pervasive computing toward Pervasive Service Computing [86]. Thereby, it is
expected that these services will blend into user’s live as computing devices.
The challenge component in pervasive service computing (and the differ-
ence for pervasive computing) is the adaptation and the full integration of
human behaviors into a service.
An important technological pervasive services enabler is context-awareness,
which means the user’s situation (that is context). Context-aware services
use such information to adapt services automatically. The power of pervasive
services becomes apparent when it is integrated with user’s daily activities.
Nowadays computing systems are based on a non-centralized approach
characterized by user needs (intentions) and context sensitiveness. Formerly,
computing was focused on centralized web services which means that users
can interact with systems through the Internet or a particular network, not
supposed to take into account its context [41].
So, following this modern computing systems approach, the main goal
of pervasive computing is to design services that minimize the barriers be-
tween the humans cognitive model of what they want to accomplish and the
system’s understanding of the user’s task.
An increasingly important example of pervasive system is given by digital
signage as displays becoming ubiquitous. According to Want and Schilit [83]
the recent growth in the digital signage market is expected to increase sig-
nificantly in the next few years.
Interactive digital signage brings great opportunities for personalization
of information presented on digital signs that are enabled by mobile devices
interactions with displays.
2.2 Smart Environments
Smart environments are spaces managed by automatic systems providing
people with an intelligent environment that facilitates everyday practices.
Examples of smart spaces are given by homes, workplaces, classrooms, vehi-
cles, and other places densely instrumented with sensors, displays, computers,
mobile devices, wireless networks which enable users to control and monitor
the installed devices.
According to Cook and Das [46], designing smart environments is a goal
that appeals to researchers in a variety of disciplines including wireless net-
working and mobile computing. Here, the goal is to design an automated
system that users do not need to explicitly configure or even know operating
parameters for the smart space. The major requirements in building smart
environments are the followings [46]:
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1. Physical properties. Perception of the environment in real time and in
real world objects, which means identifying the context by attributes of:
(i) People (e.g. user’s personal factors); (ii) Location, proximity (e.g.
noise, temperature, light intensity); (iii) Hardware interfaces (mobile,
wireless, sensors, other computing entities) that collect the space at-
tributes.
2. Information. A description of about the environment that is stored in
system components (e.g database).
3. Action execution. Information is processed by the system components
and automatically executed for the smart environment.
Smart environments have applications in several domains: smart spaces;
smart homes; smart energy systems; health and wellbeing assistance; digital
cities; future media and content delivery; intelligent transportation systems;
education; hospitals; emergency services. Among these applications, per-
vasive public display systems and the associated applications have grown
spectacularly in recent years.
From Flexible Spaces Service project we have analyzed its applications
and we proposed to characterize smart spaces when the intelligent environ-
ment addresses the workplace focusing on the following attributes:
• Optimization of resources and facilities in office space;
• Promoting work efficiency through the learning environment;
• Providing new office setups through digital services;
• Providing business through office rental.
Co-working spaces is increasing due to the fact that home is proving to
be unpopular as a long-term work arrangement and nowadays we assist the
return flow of flexible workers. So, for instance, VTT has been exploring
new ways of working [62, 65] to: (i) address the lack of space; (ii) reduce real
estate costs; (iii) improve the support for employees in a distributed work
environment; (iv) promote interaction (collaborative) work.
In this context, smart spaces leads to “flexible spaces” when shared re-
sources are provided for purposes related to work.
Flexible Spaces endeavors to monetize the space use, therefore makes the
space more cost-efficient. The value comes when with users experiences and
services enhance the users awareness of resources utilization.
We have developed a pattern of Flexible Spaces characteristics:
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• Reconfigure spaces for support collaborative work;
• Reuse shared resources;
• Promote self-service use;
• Provide real-time and fast services;
• Address automated user authentication that protect data from unau-
thorized access;
• Reduce real estate costs, reclaiming unused space or tracking space
utilization.
Some environments at first glance do not seem to have smart objects
though they can be made smarter, as the use case of controlling a display in
a shared meeting room [69].
Pervasive displays have become increasingly significant in the last decade,
which requires substantial innovation that contributes to the creation of wide
range of new services.
Oat et al. [69] states that public displays have the potential to enable
unprecedented applications and services, also Davies et al. [47] refers to open
display networks as a new communications medium for the 21st century.
The vision of flexible services, is that in the future the Internet will be a
Web of Services which users can create their own services through small or
individual service components, and can combined with larger service entities
due to their open modular design. Even, if this vision would not be entirely
accomplished, it is very probable that the interaction of services with cloud
computing systems will increase the demand for open technologies, which is
the main technological enabler for this development path.
2.3 Technologies for Pervasive Services
In this section related to pervasive computing services we present an impor-
tant feature, technology.
Pervasive computing helps practical deployment of advanced technologies,
and particularly, the related applications that could be delivered as services.
In this sense, when these new technologies have a disruptive impact they
become a radical innovation as it changes the people behavior and it impacts
the environment, then they are the backbone of a new communications era.
Technology will naturally move from a close to an open model and for
Davies et al. [47] to this happen, relatively to the open public displays
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paradigm, five key elements should be achieved: (1) open architecture; (2) in-
formation; (3) privacy; (4) user control; (5) business models.
For instance, a transformation can only occurs if open display networks
are comparable to an app store [47]. The idea behind consists in the owner
registers his display, then he/she is able to develop or install applications
on it. In the user side, with a matching application installed on the mobile
activates a personalized display functionality. However, this paradigm will
bring a drawback concerning privacy.
Our pervasive service comprises this open vision by applying modern web
technologies which are described in this section. Specifically technologies for
programming in flexible spaces.
2.3.1 Web Communications
Web communications, including protocols, standards and other frameworks,
have proven themselves adaptable to construct a virtual bridge between com-
puting systems and physical entities (people, places, or things). However, the
communications on the web between browser (client) and server can be quite
complex in ways that client is not aware of. Despite of, there is a great supply
for programming frameworks.
Among web communications that can be used in pervasive services, to
target specifically pervasive and flexible spaces, we leverage not only the
well-known HTTP protocol, but also technologies such as REST and Web-
Sockets. Oat et al. [69] provided a set of comments favoring WebSocket proto-
col for pervasive and public displays, in contrast with MagicBroker RESTful
choice. In this section, we present the interaction through the Web and the
associated technologies.
HTTP
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application-level protocol
for distributed, collaborative and hypermedia information systems [52]. Any
device that supports the HTTP standard can access resources on the Web.
HTTP is the foundation of data communication in the World Wide Web,
where the interactions take place between a browser and a web server. It
is a stateless protocol, that is, each HTTP request/response is independent
from the previous one. The HTTP stateless characteristic demands addi-
tional mechanisms to handle user sessions – one of them is represented by
browser cookies i.e. small text files stored in the user’s browser computer to
track and to remember the stateful information of the particular user. The
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HTTP protocol uses Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connections, and
by default the web traffic utilizes port 80.
HTTP communication is characterized by messages (request/response)
always initiated by the client as a request to the server, followed by a response
from the server to the client. HTTP uses the request methods – GET, HEAD,
POST, DELETE, PUT – and the status code acting as a response to the
request. The most popular codes are the “200”, OK; “400”, Bad Request;
“404”, Not Found; “500”, Internal Server Error; and “502”, Bad Gateway.
For instance, the representation for HTTP URLs must be as follows:
“http:” “//” host [ “:” port ][ abs path [ “?” query ]]
HTTP Secure (HTTPS) protocol provides a secure connection on the
Web. The secure component involves adding a encryption/decryption layer
between the HTTP and TCP called Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS). The implementation of a secure connection that
prevents man-in-the-middle attacks by checking the server’s identity i.e., it
verifies if the web server has a digital certificate issued by a Certificate Au-
thority (CA) and additionally prevents eavesdropping and tampering attack
through bidirectional encryption of communications between the server and
the client.
The HTTP Internet standard protocol was developed mainly by Inter-
net Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) leading to multiples versions Request for Comments (RFCs) to im-
prove. However, in scenarios of pervasive computing services it is need to
combine with others web technologies.
REST
The REpresentational State Transfer (REST) is a well defined way of in-
teracting with web servers. It has received a considerable adoption among
web developers because it is simple to implemement and utilize. REST was
introduced in 2000 by Roy Fielding in his doctoral dissertation at University
of California [53].
REST is a web architectural style of networked systems relying on HTTP
communication protocol which a client requests a resource (URIs) and re-
ceives the respective resource representation (another resource, a text, an
image, etc). Thus, REST is characterized by: an application program-
ming interface (API) that uses various HTTP methods (GET, POST, PUT,
DELETE) as an interface to access the resources; an Uniform Resource Iden-
tifier (URI) as the resource identifier; and a data representation linked to
other resources or data formats as the response from the server. REST
supports a variety of data formats including plain text, HyperText Markup
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Language (HTML), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), EXtensible Markup
Language (XML).
If a web service has a REST API, it is then defined as “RESTful”.
The service is built on the web server, providing programmatic access
to read and write from/to a website or application (client). In spite of, the
request is always initiated by the client to the server like any other HTTP
communication. The client does not require to know any details about the
implementation of the process, all it is managed by the server.
This design (Figure 2.1) provides the mechanism client/server for com-
puters or devices beginning with the Internet Protocol (IP) identifying each
computer or device by an unique number (IP address), and addressing com-
munication by IP packets encapsulated in TCP.
Figure 2.1: Layered architecture of RESTful interactions [80]
Restful services apply HTTP methods representing the actions that are
used to operate in the resources, for example: the GET method is utilized to
read and retrieve data from a resource; the POST method is used to create
data; while the PUT method is to update existing data; the DELETE method
will remove the data from the data store; even thought the verbs POST
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and PUT, can be both used to create and update [52]. In fact, RESTful
web services is the most simple and lightweight in comparison to others
technologies for web services. Alternatives are represented by XML-RPC
and SOAP-based web services [39, 44, 73].
XML-RPC is simple to implement unlike SOAP, briefly is a protocol that
performs remote procedures calls (RPCs) from a client to the server and
subsequently server to client by sending/receiving XML messages via HTTP
Post.
Soap-based web services is more powerful and capable – add more infor-
mation to the message, defined data types, set the specified character and
named structures and arrays – than XML-RPC, shortly defines three entities:
service registry – links the client to the server – ; service provider or server –
provides the service – ; and service requestor or client – requests the service
– . Soap-based web services comprises: Universal Description, Discovery and
Integration (UDDI) – a platform-independent framework XML base registry
where businesses can register and locate or search for web services – ; Web
Services Definition Language (WSDL) – a language written in XML for de-
scribing web services and how to access them – ; and Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) – a protocol for accessing web services based on XML – .
For instance, XML-RPC and SOAP-based web services are cumbersome,
complex and hard to use specially if the programming language is JavaScript
because from the programmer perspective these technologies require to write
many lines of code just to perform a simple task, because it is necessary to
parse and create a XML structure every time. Conversely to REST, each
object its is own URI and the data format is not rigid in this case JSON was
the most suitable due to be a subset of JavaScript.
Furthermore, contrary to other systems which the servers maintain com-
plex sessions with clients, REST API reduces to a simple response. Hence,
RESTful architecture is stateless being more reliable and scalable [53].
These attributes motivates the selection of RESTful for web service pro-
visioning [39].
Websocket
Websocket was standardized by IETF in 2011.
The Websocket protocol allows real time bidirectional communication be-
tween a client and a remote host [51]. WebSocket was designed to provide
full duplex – bidirectional – communications channels layered over a single
Transmission Over Protocol (TCP) connection. In addition, to the commu-
nication be stateful that is, a persistent connection between the web browser
and the web server until one of them decide to close it, both client and server
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can initiate the communication.
This characteristic, open connection, is what allows a real-time data ex-
change, which the client or the server can send a message at any given time
to the other and receive event-driven responses without having to poll the
server for a reply.
It represents a fundamental paradigm shift in a client/server technology
because of the open and bidirectional communication capability. Lubbers
and Greco [64] go further proclaiming that HTML5 Web Sockets represents
the next evolution of web communications, a full-duplex, bidirectional com-
munications channel, operating through a single socket over the web.
Furthermore, Websocket reduces overhead – network traffic –, increases
the efficiency, and reduces dramatically the complexity, thus being a bet-
ter alternative to Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX), and HTTP
polling [56, 64, 72]. WebSockets have been used for communications between
browser and server or between native mobile applications and servers or be-
tween devices creating functionality that works consistently across multiple
platforms.
2.3.2 Backend
There are different technologies options for server-side provisioning of a ser-
vice. In the following we only focus on the most relevant for our work:
Javascript, Node and Hapi. For primary data store different solutions can
be adopted, though should be consider the service software requirements in
order to achieve better performances and less complexity. Therefore, the
database management system (DBMS) chosen for the pervasive service was
MongoDB and JSON for data-interchange.
JavaScript
JavaScript (frequently shortened to JS) standard [15] is the web’s lingua
franca (trade language) across all browsers, and it is a dual side program-
ming language that can be used by both, client and server. Regardless, the
JavaScript language was introduced in 1995 by Brendan Eich, the server-side
approach has only recently gained massive popularity with Node.js, though
from the front-end perspective it has been a reference for a long time.
JavaScript has been standardized in the ECMAScript language specifica-
tion (ECMA-262) [48]. JavaScript is a lightweight scripting language, read
and executed by an interpreter. The basic syntax and structure is C++ and
Java like, which the reason was to reduce new concepts required to learn a
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new language. Though, JavaScript is not Java nor part of Java Platform, it
is completely divergent.
Furthermore, JavaScript is classified an object-oriented language which
the inheritance model is prototype-based instead of class-based. Also, JavaScript
is dynamic taping meaning that types are associated with values instead of
variables, for example a variable “i” can be bound to a number and later on
to a string.
Moreover, two of defining characteristics of JavaScript is that has closures
and first-class functions. First-class functions are functions that are passed as
arguments to other functions and a function defined in the closure remembers
the environment in which it was created.
JavaScript is one of the three layers pillars of a web page (the others are
HTML and CSS) adding the behavioral layer, which brings: interactivity
with user; responsiveness web page; instantly content change; animation;
effects, among others.
On the one hand, Javascript in the backend competes with other alter-
natives programming languages like Python, Ruby on Rails, Django, PHP.
On the other hand, Javascript in the front-end can result in several line of
codes and be hard to implement, also across web browsers each browser can
interpret the program differently. To overcome these two difficulties, jQuery
emerged as a feature-rich JavaScript library, and jQuery will be detailed
forward in the 2.3.3 Front-end section.
The JSON option is a subset of JavaScript that uses the same syntax, but
the JSON format is text only which can be read and used as a data format by
any programming language. Because of the similarity, a JavaScript program
can easily convert JSON data into native JavaScript objects. JSON will be
detailed forward in this section.
Node
Node.js (also known as Node), is a server-side JavaScript platform built on
Chrome’s JavaScript runtime that is based on Google’s V8 engine [24].
Node was first presented on JSCONF Berlin 2009 by the creator Ryan
Dahl [34]. It was designed to build high fast, scalable network applications
focusing on performance and low memory consumption. The applications
are lightweight, efficient data intensive, real time, and across distributed
devices. The important feature of Node.js is the event-driven non-blocking
Input/Output (I/O) model, also called asynchronous.
Formerly, the I/O characteristic was executed like a calling function i.e. it
did not advance until the operation was finished, this blocking was problem-
atically and not efficient. The alternative appeared with the multithreading,
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sharing memory among threads within the same process, which solved the
blocking issue because when one thread was waiting for a I/O operation
another could take over the Central Processing Unit (CPU). However, the
programmer is not aware which threads are being executed at a given time,
therefore the developer needs to be highly careful with the concurrent access
to the shared memory state, otherwise can easily lead to random and difficult
bugs to discover.
The event-driven non-blocking I/O, one of the defining characteristics of
Node, offers a more efficient, scalable and control environment alternative
for switching the context between function calls [24, 78, 79]. The conceptual
model is depicted in Figure 2.2 and handles many concurrent requests on a
single process/thread-deadlock free. Node.js has three main components: the
Event Queue, the events to be executed on the Event Loop; the Event Loop,
the main interaction of the program; and the Thread Pool, asynchronous I/O
API. The program starts and the Event Loop pulls out the code from the
top of the Event Queue and execute it. If the code needs I/O operations it
will be delegate to the Thread Pool and the Event Loop proceeds taking the
next code on the top of the Event Queue. In the meantime when the I/O is
done, the Thread Pool sends the results to the bottom of the Event Queue.
To sum up, the Event Loop is a single thread running, that takes events of
the queue and which can be code to be executed or callbacks from I/O.
Figure 2.2: Node.js Jeff Kunkle presents the Node.js event-driven conceptual
model [78]
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Node embeds JavaScript as the programming language, because JavaScript
has closures and first-class functions which assembles a powerful tool for
event-driven programming.
The power of JavaScript and the unique characteristic of asynchronous
programming is why Node become so popular and successful, replacing Rails,
in its short time of existence, from the most popular GitHub repository [78].
Moreover, Node has integrated Node Package Manager (npm) [25] which is
an online repository of open-source of Node.js projects. It has several node.js
libraries as seen as applications, additionally, it is a command-line utility that
aids in package installation, version and dependency management.
Hapi
Hapi.js (usually called Hapi) [10], is an open-source framework for building
web applications and services that is built on top of Node.js. Hapi allows to
build a server quickly because of its wide range of configurable options. Hapi
enables developers to focus on writing reusable application logic instead of
spending time building infrastructure [10, 71].
Hapi.js can easily implement all RESTful services using the different
HTTP methods to manipulate data. It has 100% code coverage, integrating
small modules allowing rich and highly specialized functionality.
Hapi.js was created in Walmart by the team of Mobile Platform under
the leading of Eran Hammer. It is interesting that Walmart team behind
hapi.js has also been contributing to Node.js development in the past. Con-
sequently, developers fully understand how to control node power in their
framework from the ground up. An important aspect of Hapi.js is the com-
munity of contributors, so that the framework can expand and evolve for
other organizations under more open governance. In fact, Hapi.js is widely
use in m-commerce, and in companies like Mozilla, PayPal, Disney, Node
Packaged Modules, Walmart, Yahoo.
This year, on EmpireNode 2014 conference, Ben Acker talks about Hapi [49]
and reveals that the developer team was only defined in 2011 and the first
version of Hapi came out on April 13, 2013. From day one, Hapi redid all
mobile services of Walmart, but the deployment peak was on the black fri-
day when Hapi handle smoothly all the mobile traffic in that congested day
generating much lesser problems than other deploys.
MongoDB
Web-based systems require storing data for sessions, state handling and ob-
ject persistence. DBMS is divided in two groups: relational – Structured
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Query Language (SQL) – and non-relational – “Not Only SQL” (NoSQL) – .
NoSQL appeared to address the weak points of relational databases by being
schema-less, non-relational (eradicates relational models) and horizontal scal-
ing (scale out). It can be classified by four categories [66]: Key-Value stores;
Document databases or stores; Wide-Column or Column-Family stores; and
Graph databases.
MongoDB is the leading NoSQL database [20] and it is identified as sim-
ple to use and perceive yet, other alternatives prevail such as: Redis, Apache
CouchDB, Cassandra, and Neo4J among others, categorize by Key-Value,
Document, Wide-Column and Graph, respectively. Though, it does not ex-
ists a better DBMS than other. Many studies and tests have been done
around which database gets the best performance, yet the conclusion ob-
tained depends on the service requirements so, the software architect must
carefully evaluate it and choose the data model accordingly.
For instance, Li and Manoharan [63] proved that, not all NoSQL perform
better than SQL databases, differs from each operation. These authors tested
on MongoDB, RavenDB, CouchDB, Cassandra, Hypertable, Couchbase and
MS SQL Express databases. They acquired on the operation reading that,
when it was required 10 readings, MongoDB was the fastest but, when the
number of operations increased to 100000, Couchbase turned to be the fastest.
MongoDB and Couchbase were in average the fastest two for the operations
read, write and delete. Nonetheless, to fetch all keys MS SQL EXPRESS
was in average the fastest.
Yet, van der Veen et al. [81] compared one SQL database (PostgresSQL)
and two NoSQL databases (Cassandra and MongoDB) and stated no sin-
gle database was the best in the two proposed cases scenarios. MongoDB
was better in single writes and PostgresSQL was better in multiple reads.
The tests were done in a single machine thus, do not test database scala-
bility which probably Cassandra would performed better than the other two
databases.
In addition, Parker et al. [70] examined SQL versus MongoDB (NoSQL)
and obtained that MongoDB has better runtime performance than SQL
regarding to simple queries, inserts and updates. However, the paradigm
changes it and SQL performs better than MongoDB when it is necessary to
update and query non-key attributes and aggregates queries.
So, after meticulous consideration MongoDB was the preferential DBMS.
MongoDB (from humongous) is an open-source powerful cross-platform
database, which provides high performance, high availability and automatic
scaling [19].
High-performance data persistence through the feature indexes and the
support for embedded data models; high availability by the replication facility
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(called replica sets) that provides data redundancy and automatic failover;
and automatic scaling offers automatic sharding and replica sets as a solution
for horizontal scaling.
The core difference between MongoDB and a relational database manage-
ment system (RDBMS) is the underlying data model. A document-oriented
is distinguished from a relational database because it replaces the concepts
of “table” and “row” to “collection” and “document”, respectively. This al-
lows establishing a more flexible model and simplifies the process of splitting
up stored data across multiple servers. Moreover, MongoDB does not have
predefined schema per collection or per document, allowing document’s keys
and values of variables types and sizes thus, enables a rapid development and
ease of schema modification.
A document is the basic unit of data; a collection consists of its own
JSON documents; and a database contains multiple collections. A single
instance of MongoDB can host multiple independent databases. Thus, Mon-
goDB database structures data into collections of JSON documents which
are represented in a binary-encoded format called Binary Script Object No-
tation (BSON) for efficiency in encoding and decoding data. BSON is a
binary-encoded serialization of JSON [4].
MongoDB was released in 2009 by the founders Kevin P. Ryan, Dwight
Merriman and Eliot Horowitz.
JSON
JavaScript Object Notation commonly known as JSON is a lightweight simple
open standard for data-interchange format [16, 43].
JSON text is serialized on data objects and arrays. Object structure
comprises zero or more name/value pairs and an array structure involves
zero or more values. The value is a string or an number or an object or an
array or one of the three literal names: true, false or null.
This simple minimal self-describing textual data-interchanging format
rapidly become popular among web services and document databases, that
use, store and return data in JSON format. As it is subset of JavaScript, it is
widely used in JavaScript programming. Moreover, JSON is uncomplicated
and simple for both humans – to read and write – and computers to parse
and generate.
JSON offers a good alternative to XML because it is faster, lighter and
less verbose.
The creator was Douglas Crockford and in 2011 become a standard and
an official document.
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2.3.3 Front-end
As for the technologies at the client side, are widely deployed: HTML, CSS,
and Javascript. Their availability is a powerful combination to develop Web
applications.
HTML
The HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is the de facto standard publish-
ing language for the World Wide Web (WWW or W3) [12, 40]. Also, HTML
is one pillar of web design, providing the structural layer which describes the
content of a web page.
HTML consists of two major components: hypertext, that is text showed
on electronic device with references/hyperlinks to one another; and markup
language, that is, a mark or a tag in a document, indicating a logical struc-
ture. Therefore, HTML documents are strictly organized in which every part
of the document is differentiated, declared and enclosed in specific tags in
such a way that all web browsers are able to read and display them correctly.
HTML supports images, audio, video and allows objects to embedded and
interactive forms.
HTML was established in 1993 by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
and the Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG)
and currently both of the creators have been working jointly on new HTML
specifications namely HTML5.
CSS
Cascading Style Sheet known as CSS [5], is another pillar of web design. It
provides the presentation layer and specifies how the content is displayed to
the user, through a clear separation between document content and layout.
CSS consists of two major components: the styling rules, concerning
about the style, font, colours, layout, and line spacing among others; and
the selectors for binding these styling rules. In addition, it provides flexible
methods for controlling presentation, such as the width of the screen distin-
guishing between a smartphone, a tablet or a traditional desktop browser.
Using only HTML for a web page makes its format unattractive and some-
times unintelligible, because the default styles of the browser are applied.
Instead, CSS enables complex and consistent styling, for example, multiple
HTML pages can share the same formatting, reducing the complexity and
avoiding repetition in the structural content.
CSS is also a W3C standard, developed by H˚akon Wium Lie and Bert
Bos in 1996, turning up a robust and powerful web design tool.
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jQuery
jQuery [14] is a fast, small, cross-browser and concise JavaScript Library
that simplifies the client-side scripting of HTML documents by reducing the
program complexity and using less code. With jQuery is possible to select
Document Object Model (DOM) elements; create animations; handle events;
and develop AJAX applications.
Additionally, jQuery has an easy and robust built-in method for extending
its functionality via plugins, i.e. any programmer can create a useful function
and write a plugin for further reuse.
jQuery is a free open source licensed by MIT and was developed by John
Resig in 2006. Its rapidly success comes from companies like: IBM, Amazon,
Dell, Twitter, among others. For instance, Microsoft has included jQuery
in Visual Studio and Nokia has integrated it into the Web Runtime widget
development platform.
jQuery changed the manner how developers write JavaScript.
2.3.4 Contactless Technologies
This section discusses contactless communication technologies providing new
services with just a simple tap, which can provide remote and local access to
everyday things in the physical space.
QR Code
Barcode is a fast and simple method to track accurately and efficiently prod-
ucts. Quick Response Code (QR Code) [29] is a two-dimensional barcode
that encodes and decodes data at a rapid rate in both, vertical and horizon-
tal direction.
The information stored in a QR Code can be a URL to a website, a
contact information, a image, a video, a product information, an advertising,
an email, and so forth.
QR Code is a matrix-type with a cell structure arranged in a square
which is usually presented with black and white dots (Figure 2.3), capable
of encoding the same amount of data in approximately one-tenth the space
of a traditional barcode. Furthermore, QR Codes are readable from any
direction, omnidirectional, even if the symbol is partially dirty or damaged.
The error correction feature based on Reed-Solomon Code [75] is capable to
restore the data until 30% of the dirty or damaged symbol .
Nowadays QR Codes have become so common that it is possible to find
them everywhere, on billboards, vending machines, magazines, food prod-
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ucts, airplane tickets and so on.
The versatile use of QR Codes have been also implemented as a safe
authentication system by combining the QR Code and the OTP or TOTP [59,
69]. Our pervasive service adopts this approach.
General public interact with QR Codes via the smartphone which behaves
as a barcode scanner, specifically, through a mobile app that uses the camera
of the mobile device.
QR Code was created by the Japanese corporation Denso Wave in 1994,
in order to aid the manufacturers tracking vehicle parts. However, the QR
Code become popular outside the automotive industry then in June 2000,
QR Code was approved as an ISO international standard (ISO/IEC18004).
Figure 2.3: QR Code for the URL of the service “Book Room & Unlock
Door”
NFC
Near Field Communication (NFC) [23, 27] is a standard-based short-range
wireless two-way communication, and a successor of Radio Frequency Iden-
tification (RFID).
NFC technology has been growing rapidly because of its characteristics
to exchange safely contactless data between devices in close proximity using
magnetic induction, which in a simple way enables to exchange digital content
without difficulties for standard people. Contactless payments and ticketing
applications are the most popular use cases of NFC.
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There are two defining attributes of NFC. First, a short range connection
that is low-power and avoids interference with radio signals received by the
device. Second, it is designed for short messages and not for high-speed
communications, contrary to WiFi and Bluetooth.
Nevertheless, NFC avoids the inconvenience of pairing, exchanging pass-
words and the binding steps common from other protocols. Moreover, NFC
can identify and initiate larger amounts of data transfer between two NFC-
enabled devices by switching or handover to Bluetooth or WiFi. NFC Con-
nection Handover Specification is designed to handle larger transfer files by
seeking for better transfer medium like WiFi or Bluetooth through, only
exchanging few messages without pairing or passwords needed.
NFC devices can be active or passive. An active device is considered when
has internal power supply so can send and receive data, like a smartphone. A
passive device does not have internal power supply thus only can send data,
such as a smart card or tag.
The NFC communication is accomplished when a device creates a low
frequency radio-wave field and another device gets close enough to contact the
field, magnetic inductive coupling. The inductive coupling causes a passive
device to absorb energy (power itself) from an active device, once powered
up the passive device communicate and exchange the data. However, NFC
communications can involve two active (powered) devices so in this case both
generate their own radio frequency fields and act as active and passive devices
Also, the NFC technology harmonizes diverse contactless technologies al-
lowing broad solutions supporting three operational modes based on ISO/IEC
18092, NFC IP-1 and ISO/IEC 14443 contactless smart card standards.
First, the read/writer mode where the device reads the NFC tag. Second,
the peer-to-peer (P2P) mode, where two NFC-enabled devices communicate
with each other. Third, the card emulation mode where the NFC-enabled
device acts like a NFC tag. The examples are: reading a product informa-
tion; exchange photos or business cards; and updating seat information while
boarding, respectively.
NFC Forum [27] was founded in 2004 by Sony, Nokia and Philips to
promote and develop the technology. Later, in 2006, the group produced the
first set of specifications for NFC tags.
2.4 Authentication
Pervasive services need to be secured and support by suitable authentication
and authorization mechanisms in order to improve their user experience.
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2.4.1 TOTP
One-Time Password (OTP) [54] is a password that can be used only once.
OTP blocks passive replay attacks or eavesdropping – the attacker eavesdrop
the authentication information though is not able to reuse it –, a major
advantage in contrast to static passwords.
Time-Based One-Time Password (TOTP) is a special form of OTP, i.e.,
an algorithm that generates a password that can only be used once on a
short period of time [68]. TOTP is an extension of One-Time Password
(OTP) that is, adds the time-based moving factor meaning short-lived OTP
values, which enhances a stronger security.
The algorithm computes the time-based one-time password from a shared
secret key and the current time having as options the encoding and length
of the password and as well the time-step expiration (the time between new
passwords). This last option is recommended to be 30 seconds to achieve a
balance between security and usability.
One objective for the designed algorithm is to be used as a two-factor
authentication, that has seen growing adoption by cloud-based systems and
used by banks and major Internet companies like Facebook, Twitter, Google,
Amazon and Paypal strengthening the authentication.
The method to deliver the TOTP as a two-factor authentication could be
by: (1) a phone call or sms, the server generates the TOTP and after calls
or sends to the user’s cellphone; (2) a mobile phone application like Google
Authenticator, the user’s application device generates the TOTP and shows
it; (3) hardware tokens, a dispositive with a display that generates the TOTP
and displays it.
The last two deliver methods have a prior sharing of the secret seed with
the server.
TOTP was developed by Initiative For Open Authentication (OATH) be-
came officially in 2008, it is an approved standard of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) since 2011.
2.4.2 OAuth
OAuth is an open standard enabling secure authorization across the web,
that is, it coordinates a secure authorization between the end user and the
service provider to allow third-party applications, such as desktop and mobile
applications, to access the protected resource [26, 55]. For example, a user
grants to a phone application access to the Google Contacts without inserting
the Google credentials in the phone application.
OAuth has also been used for authentication. Formerly, the traditional
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client-server authentication model, end users shared their credentials user-
name and password with the third-party applications, OAuth emerges to
address compromisingly credentials.
OAuth have been widely used by popular companies like Facebook, Google,
Twitter, Yahoo, GitHub for user authentication and authorization. For that
reason both, service providers and end users, save time and achieve secure
authorization, because if the service provider, namely websites or applica-
tions, provides via OAuth a login-plugin for user authentication, users in
fact, can login without sharing their username and password to the service
provider, neither they have to create another account and remember an ad-
ditional username and password. On the other hand, providers do not need
to store and validate user credentials, resulting in less resources required for
verification purposes.
OAuth was created in 2006 by Blaine Cook.
Chapter 3
Implementation
This thesis main objective is a practical use of pervasive services for flexible
spaces working on new reservation system for meeting rooms based on website
for accessibility and secure authentication procedures.
To this end, a new service named “Book Room & Unlock Door” was
launched at Aalto Computer Science Library, which has shared spaces in the
form of a flexible environment. The project is provided by the cloud and third
party servers, allowing interactions between a smartphone, an electronic lock
and a digital sign.
A pervasive service project incorporates smart technologies (e.g., devices
and appliances, sensors, wireless networking), and services always available
anytime anywhere to support human behavior improving people’s daily indi-
vidual and group activities. According to Cook and Das [46] this pervasive
or ubiquitous computing is an exciting area of computing in recent times,
depending not just on the development of mobile devices, but also on the
development of automated interactions, whereby devices interact with their
peers and the networking infrastructure without any administrator. The
process to provide transparent interfaces between disparate entities in the
environment, enhancing invisibility, is an integral part of pervasive environ-
ments [61].
Therefore, the logic of our approach for pervasive service is a cloud infras-
tructure, fully automated system based on an electronic lock, and focused on
users devices (smartphones) and modern technologies. Our work is to repre-
sent and interpret the users needs providing a service for meeting rooms.
Currently, the existing reservation systems for shared rooms face signifi-
cant limitations. Specifically, access control is not enforced, thus actors can
not effectively measure the space utilization, and it is possible for unautho-
rized people to occupy rooms (room squatting). Even though the Aalto CS
Library is a smart environment, the meeting room reservation system is still
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paper-based with all the above-mentioned problems. Thus, our challenge is
to offer a suitable new service for flexible spaces.
To deploy new pervasive services there is need to enable easy and secure
technical configuration replacing paper and ink in most applications [77].
With these requirements in mind, we will begin to outline the reference
scenario in this chapter, followed by the system architecture and implemen-
tation, by detailing the core and service functionalities and their interactions.
3.1 Reference Scenario
In the reference scenario we will design the booking flow, list the equipment
– the user and software prerequisites – and the reference use case.
3.1.1 Booking Flow
The process that replaces the ‘old’ with the ‘new’ service is illustrated in
Figure 3.1. The previous service at Aalto University library was configured
manually in a paper form and the door was always unlocked (‘old’ in Fig-
ure 3.1), which in our sophisticated everyday environment it was becoming
quite displeasing. The next step (e.g. ‘new’ in the figure) is towards the
creation of an automatic service. To implement it in a pervasive scenario we
need to rethink the service architecture, and following Quitadamo et al. [74]
the services must be implemented on-demand and capable of automaticity
(self-management), self-reconfiguration and situation-awareness.
This service integrates an user-assisted booking flow shown as the ‘new’
part in Figure 3.1 with the following step-by-step procedure:
1. First, to start the booking flow the ‘User’ needs to have a device with
an Internet connection and a browser;
2. Second, the user types http://fss.cs.hut.fi:8888/ to access the reser-
vation ‘Web Page’;
3. Third, the user in the web page chooses one of the three options: ‘Face-
book’, ‘Twitter’ or ‘Google’ to ‘Sign in’. This page links to the log in
account in the third-party server. If user has not yet been granted ac-
cess, ‘Authentication’ and ‘Authorization’ are required, username and
password are prompted as well as the authorization dialog. Otherwise,
if user has already been granted access to the service, the user’s browser
receives an access token and he or she will skip the fourth step;
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Figure 3.1: Booking Flow – Replacing the ‘old’ with the ‘new’ service
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4. Fourth, if the Authentication is Correct with username and password
and the application authorization was allowed, user’s browser will re-
ceive access token and continues on to the next step. If not, the au-
thentication/authorization procedure has to be repeated;
5. Fifth, upon successful authentication/authorization, the service allows
the user to start the ‘Online Reservation’ system, where he can book a
‘Date & Time’ for a given room;
6. Sixth, the user scans the ‘Digital Sign’. That is, the user with a mobile
phone camera scans the QR code advertised in the tablet, which is
integrated in the door of the given room;
7. Seventh, the server upon receiving ‘TOTP’ key from the digital sign
scan, starts the verification. If ‘Correct’, the server initiates next veri-
fication. If wrong,‘Door Locked’;
8. Eighth, the user’s browser links to ‘Sign in’ page, he or she must select
the same account (Facebook/Twitter/Google) used for the reservation
in order to continue. If the user has not yet been granted access, the
fourth step is repeated. If the user has already been granted access he
or she proceeds on to the next verification;
9. Ninth, if ‘Reservation Date & Time Correct’ the service continues. If
wrong, the ‘Door Locked’ will remain;
10. Tenth, the booking flow terminates with ‘Door Unlocked’.
This context-adaptive workflow could be represented by a user’ s experience
in two stages (shown in Figure 3.2):
1. At home or any location: The user with a portable computer, tablet or
smartphone accesses the “Book Room & Unlock Door” webpage and
logs through Facebook, Twitter or Google. He or she books the slot to
the space room online. If the user uses the same account and device
for the service, he or she only needs to log in once.
2. At the library: the tablet on the door always advertises the URL
through the QR Code. The user smartphone scans it and the door
will open. From the user’s point of view, the only requirement is the
knowledge of the user reservation account. From the server side, it will
check the following:
i. The validity of the TOTP key;
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ii. The access token from the authentication;
iii. The validity of the reservation.
If all the conditions above are met then the server sends a command
requiring to open door, otherwise the door remains closed and the ap-
propriate error will appear on the user’s screen.
Figure 3.2: User context-adaptive workflow
3.1.2 Equipment and Service Requirements
In this subsection, the equipment needed for the project and the user pre-
requisites is mentioned, as well as the software requirements:
1. Equipment used for the project:
(a) One Mohinet Gearlock [18].
(b) Two testing phones (LG Google Nexus 5 [21] and Samsung Galaxy
S5 [9], Android version KitKat 4.4) to simulate the user and a
tablet Asus Google Nexus 7 [22] (Android version Jelly Bean 4.3)
to advertise the QR Code and communicate with the electronic
lock.
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2. Equipment required by the user:
(a) One smartphone that has:
i. Internet connection;
ii. Browser;
iii. QR Code reader application.
3. Software required and installed for the project:
(a) The project is stored on one micro instance created on Pouta, a
cloud computing infrastructure provided by the Finnish IT center
for Science (CSC) for research purposes, through the Infrastructure-
as-a-Service (IaaS) service model.
(b) The “Book Room & Unlock Door” machine is accessible through
the public IP 86.50.168.113.
(c) The running operating system is Ubuntu version 13.10 (Saucy
Salamander).
(d) The machine (Table 3.1) has two web servers running on port
8888 and 9999 namely website server and door server, respectively.
For simplicity the service diagrams depict only one server namely
Reservation server.
(e) Both servers have Node.js installed and Hapi.js running on top.
All the information and code related to the project as well the prototypes
are available on a private repository in Github.
Machine IP Domain
“Book Room & Unlock Door” 86.50.168.113 fss.cs.hut.fi
Server Port
Reservation
Website 8888
Door 9999
Table 3.1: “Book Room & Unlock Door” IP, Domain and Ports
3.1.3 Practical Case
In this section we describe an example in development in a flexible space
service to demonstrate the challenges of the dynamic nature of a smart en-
vironment. Assume that a user requests a service to make a reservation for
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rooms in the Computer Science Library at Aalto Campus.
Rita is an Aalto student agrees meeting with other colleagues at the CS
library rooms to prepare a presentation for a course. Rita picks up her smart-
phone with Internet access and types http: // fss. css. hut. fi: 8888 and
logs in through her Facebook account. By visiting this web page she books the
Tomaatti meeting room for the date and time wanted.
On the meeting day, in front of the room, Rita and colleagues can auto-
matically open the door. First, Rita with her phone scans through the camera
phone the 2D barcode (QR code) displayed by the tablet next to the meeting
door. Then, she logs in with the same user account she used to make the
reservation. Upon successful authentication she pulls down the door handle
and accesses the room.
To develop this pervasive service (reservation and access system) for flexi-
ble spaces (meeting rooms at Aalto Campus) the following questions must be
based on user contextual information gathered in the smart space (location-
awareness) meeting:
Where is the library room available?
When is the library room free?
Is the room door open or closed?
Is the room occupancy adequate?
3.2 Architecture
This section details a practical architecture that allows mobile users to ac-
cess a service provided by a pervasive environment. Research in pervasive
computing has the contribution of many projects [82] allowing different ar-
chitectural supports thus, it is difficult to provide a generic architecture. For
programming pervasive spaces we need to create multiple middlewares [57]
to hide the underlying system’s complexity, consequently in the user’s per-
spective it is a hard-wired process binding a friendly interface, besides, the
system architecture is quite extent and complex. For instance, Oat et al. [69]
proposed a system architecture for public displays which adopts web-based
technologies that supports multiple modes of interaction based on physical
proximity for easy configuration.
The architecture diagram of the project is illustrated in Figure 3.3 which
comprises a cloud computing infrastructure where all the backend function-
ality is processed and the website is hosted; an electronic lock binds with
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a digital sign tablet (through the local network where the user accesses the
room); and a user smartphone. The electronic lock and digital sign tablet
are installed in a public (or private) space.
The web-centric architecture built in the service seems to be the most ver-
satile and functional choice by easily combining smart devices, cloud services
and lock hardware from different enterprises. It also eliminates the cumber-
some process of installing an application. Moreover, it does not overload the
phone’s memory with an heavy application.
Figure 3.3: “Book Room & Unlock Door” system architecture
On the one hand, there is an electronic lock easy to install and man-
ufactured by a Finnish company called Mohinet. The lock module has a
Bluetooth chip to handle the door access control by receiving input com-
mands from the Digital Sign. Another lock characteristic is that it is battery
powered and just activates when necessary allowing more than 20 thousand
openings or lasts five years [60]. The careful choice on the lock resulted in not
requiring a new door. Also, the lock works as a pass-through, thus allowing
the user in case of a problem use the physical key and in case of removal does
not leave a trace.
A Digital Sign is in the first phase is an interface for the user to start
and interact with the service by advertising a QR Code URL that changes
continuously preventing a person from opening the door from outside the
location. In the second phase it guides the user through the process by dis-
playing instructions and in the last phase it communicates with the electronic
lock sending an ’Unlock Door’ message. After ending the cycle, it will start
again by advertising the QR Code.
A device needed by the user to perform the steps. The user’s device
is assumed to have Internet connection, a browser and a QR Code reader
application installed. The user will utilize the device to reserve a date and
time for the room and to unlock the door.
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On the other hand, the reservation server processes, controls and verifies
all the requests and operates accordingly. The reservation server is comprised
by one machine with two web servers running (website and door server). The
website server manages all the decisions related to the website making it
possible to book a room, check the available hours and spaces, administrate
the users and provide the data set to the users. The door server manages
the constant QR Code updates, the space utilization by tracking the room
occupancy and also validates the user to access room. Both servers, website
and door, verify the user authentication through a third party server. The
reservation server is in continuous communication with the database and the
third-party server.
A database stores the data sent from the reservation server. The database
keeps all the information about the users, their reservations and their logs to
the room which provides the information when a user books a room and does
not use it. The database helps to predict future context values and establish
trends by using the historical information.
Third-party servers are external trusted servers that secure authorization
and authentication between the user and service. The third-party servers
are interrogated by the website and the digital sign controls the door access
to the room, denying unauthorized person access to the service or room by
enabling the user identification.
Our architecture satisfies the main design goals of Pervasive Services for
Flexible Spaces by splitting functionality into components through smart
devices, sensors, service deployment in the cloud, location awareness and
context data.
3.3 Core Functionality
In this section, we describe all the service foundation as well as the tech-
nologies applied for a lightweight service with an unrivaled performance,
illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: “Book Room & Unlock Door” core functionality
On the one hand, we have front end development – website – developed by
standard technologies like HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript and jQuery which are
supported by Google Chrome and Safari browsers as the interface between
the user and the back end.
On the other hand, the back end is a cloud-based distributed system with
Hapi.js server framework built on top of Node.js and MongoDB the support
database.
3.3.1 Cloud
Server
The server is the engine of our proposed service in which all the steps directly
or indirectly pass by the core server hence it relates to all the components of
the system.
The system has two independent web servers maintained in a cloud, shar-
ing an equal domain with different ports (Figure 3.1). The idea of having
two independent servers running was if for instance the website server was
down due to overload, suffered from a malicious attack or a cut on the power
supply, it would not going to impact negatively the door server that is the
user was still able to access the room without having knowledge the website
server was dealing with difficulties. However, due to limited resources the
two web servers are running in the same machine blocking the flexibility and
scalability of the system.
All the server code was implemented in JavaScript language applying
Hapi.js framework which runs on top of Node.js.
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The service has encrypted cookies, it utilizes iron [13] to encrypt and sign
the session therefore, the cookies are highly secure and it is very difficult to
forge them (any modification will invalidate the cookie).
The service adopted the authentication and the basic cookies.
Authentication cookies, illustrated in Figure 3.1, were implemented to
simplify and decrease the time of user’s login. The user upon a successful
authentication at the login page receive a session cookie. The development
goes through assigning the ‘hapi-auth-cookie’ or ‘cookie’ scheme [2] with
a ‘strategy’ session (lines 1 and 2). Later, with the scheme and strategy
assigned, the password is set to encode the cookie (line 3), the cookie is named
‘aaltoLibReservation’ (line 4), unauthenticated requests to routes that apply
the ‘session’ strategy are redirect to ‘/login’ (line 5) and isSecure is set to
false allowing the cookie be transmitted in http connections (line 6).
The following pages, reserve, my reservations, user and logout from the
website server (Figures 3.7b, 3.7c, 3.7e) and the access the room page from
the door server, are only possible to enter with the authentication cookie
‘aaltoLibReservation’ valid.
1 server.pack.register(require('hapi-auth-cookie '), function
(err) {
2 server.auth.strategy('session ', 'cookie ', {
3 password: 'XXXXX ',
4 cookie: 'aaltoLibReservation ',
5 redirectTo: '/login ',
6 isSecure: false
7 });
Listing 3.1: Example of cookie authentication
The third-party providers namely Facebook, Twitter and Google also use
cookies for their authentication so when the user accesses to our service for
the first time but already had logged on the third-party provider in other
situation, the user does not need to type the provider credentials to authen-
ticates in our service, however because it is the first time, the user needs to
authorize our service on the provider (Figure 3.5). The user next time is not
prompted with the service authorization dialog until he or she revoke the
access to it.
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(a) Facebook (b) Twitter (c) Google
Figure 3.5: From the third-party providers the user authorizes the “Book
Room & Unlock Door” service
Furthermore, the basic cookies where implemented at the sysadmin page
(Figure 3.8) with a cookie time expiration of one month or until the admin-
istrator logout or delete manually the cookie; and at a valid QR Code giving
the user two minutes to successful access the room until it expires.
Database
The system uses a non-relational database management system based on
MongoDB, a document oriented database. The structure of the database is
shown in Figure 3.6.
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booking
users
user1
user2
usern
reservations
reservation1
reservation2
reservationn
logs
log1
log2
logn
Figure 3.6: “Book Room & Unlock Door” DMS structure
The booking database has three collections namely: users, reservations
and logs, which they have the role to store the users, reservations and logs
information, respectively. Each collection respectively has multiple user doc-
uments, reservation documents and log documents.
Each document of the database is schema-free and an object in JSON
format, following below an example of a document of each collection.
The user document (Listing 3.2) is an object that has the following fields:
• id an unique identifier ObjectId type of the user;
• name a string that displays the user name;
• providerId an object that contains:
– provider a string that presents third-party account selected by the
user which can be Facebook, Twitter or Google;
– id the identifier of the user from the provider account.
• email a string with the user email which it is only provided by Facebook
and Google accounts;
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• link a string with embed url of the user profile which it is only provided
by Facebook and Google accounts;
• picture a string with embed url of the user picture which is only pro-
vided by Twitter and Google accounts.
{
"_id": ObjectId("544884efb4062eb760b36b23"),
"name" : "Catarina Moura",
"providerId" : {
"provider" : "google",
"id" : "113201971281970431707"
},
"email" : "catarinapachecomoura@gmail.com",
"link" : "https :// plus.google.com /+
CatarinaMourapt",
"picture" : "https ://
lh4.googleusercontent.com/-agYcFszxTj0/
AAAAAAAAAAI/AAAAAAAAANg/FpeVjpn_98U/photo.jpg"
}
Listing 3.2: Example user document
The reservation (Listing 3.3) document is an object that has the following
fields:
• id an unique identifier ObjectId type of the reservation;
• date an user reservation full date in ISODate type on MongoDB but
manipulated in milliseconds at the server;
• userid a user identifier of the reservation ObjectId type.
{
"_id" : ObjectId("5451efd714dcf02a2a42fc48")
,
"date" : ISODate("2014 -10 -30T08:00:00Z"),
"userId" : ObjectId("
544884efb4062eb760b36b23")
}
Listing 3.3: Example reservation document
The log document (Listing 3.4) is an object that has the following fields:
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• id an unique identifier ObjectId type of the log;
• userId an user identifier of the reservation ObjectId type;
• name a string with provider account “f (Facebook) or t (Twitter) or g
(Google)” and the user name of the reservation;
• date an ISODate with date of the reservation to enter the room;
• timestamp an ISODate with date that user enters the room.
{
"_id" : ObjectId("5451f698f1151ec92edda4a2")
,
"userId" : ObjectId("
544884efb4062eb760b36b23"),
"name" : "g: Catarina Moura"
"date" : ISODate("2014 -10 -30T08:00:00Z"),
"timestamp" : ISODate("2014 -10-30T08:28:
08.577Z")
}
Listing 3.4: Example log document
All the documents have an unique id, generated by MongoDB. The db
guarantees it being unique by creating an ObjectId with 12-byte BSON which
4-byte represents seconds since the Unix epoch, 3-byte the machine identifier,
2-byte the process id (pid) and 3-byte counter starting with a random value.
The ‘Booking’ database was designed and structured to achieve optimal
results by providing fundamental information without unnecessary additional
queries or preventing server overload through conditional expressions (if) and
search algorithms in arrays. It also, provides a fast response to a query. For
instance, the ‘Booking’ db collections are clean and coherent in which the
‘reservations’ and ‘logs’ collections have one pointer each for the user to make
the queries clear and simple contrary to collections that have excess of fields
or pointers.
3.3.2 Website
The website is the user first step (as mentioned in Section 3.1.1) in which
accesses it through http:fss.cs.hut.fi:8888. As illustrated by Figure 3.4
in this section, Core Functionality, the site has been designed for the Chrome
and Safari web browsers.
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The website construction utilizes HTML5, CSS and JavaScript/jQuery
for definition of the content (structural layer), layout web page (presenta-
tional layer) and user interactivity (behavioral layer), respectively. These
web technologies are standard achieving responsiveness and simplicity by
creating a friendly environment.
The website is organized (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7) by a home page where
the user is able to understand how the service works through a sequence of
three images explaining the main steps.
A reservation page where it is possible to visualize the available time to
book the space and to reserve.
A my reservations page where it is possible to see the reservations done
by that user account and delete it if desired.
A map page where it displays the room location address and the respec-
tive map with a marker containing the specific room,address, latitude and
longitude. The map was integrated via JavaScript through Google Maps
API [17].
A user page where the user profile is presented.
A login page where the option to the user selects the account to sign in
is given.
A logout option for the user to sign out being able to sign in with a dif-
ferent account or the same.
Page URI Figure
Home / or /home 3.7a
Reserve /website/reservations 3.7b
My Reservations /myreservations 3.7c
Map /map 3.7d
User /user 3.7e
Login /login 3.7f
Logout /logout –
Table 3.2: “Book Room & Unlock Door” website information
The CSS is visible in the webpage layout where title box, navigation box
and content box with CS library picture in the background were created. The
navigation box has in each tab the picture and the name, it was designed
to change to green and white letters when the mouse is on the tab and to
a darker grey when the tab is selected. In addition CSS is also responsible
for the website adaption in different screens width, this feature was only
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introduced on the navigation bar. Screen width bigger than 600 px – @media
screen and (min-width: 600px) { . . . } – the icon and text appears in the tab
and smaller than 600 px – @media screen and (max-width: 600px) { . . .} –
just the text (no icon) appears in the tab.
JavaScript/jQuery also produced some interesting details such as on the
‘Reserve’ tab in the timetable the green square symbolizes available, when
the user selects it modifies to yellow and when the user clicks on the ‘Reserve’
button it changes into red. When the time is already past it turns into grey
blocking and not allowing the user to select it, instead an information box
warning the ‘Hour expired!’ appears. Furthermore, other fine points were
implemented in the reservation page like disables the ‘Reserve’ button when
any ‘date & time’ slot is not selected preventing the user from reserving in
blank. In addition, when the mouse is on a reserved square a box who re-
served and from which account is displayed, disappearing immediately when
the mouse is over it. Finally, besides providing reserve for the actual week,
the user also has the option to select the day from the calendar enabling
schedule a time distant from now like two weeks, one month, one year later.
The information box and the calendar are jQuery plugins, Tooltip [32]
and Datepicker [6] respectively. More jQuery plugins are possible to find in
our built web site namely flexslider [8] in the ‘Home’ tab or dialog [7] (by
clicking in the trash icon) in ‘My Reservations’ tab.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.7: “Book Room & Unlock Door” website pages
Sysadmin page
Besides the common access to the website, an additional page is provided
to system administrators to track the room access logs, that is displays the
information which and when the user accessed the room (Figure 3.8).
The administrator obtain the information at http://fss.cs.hut.fi:9999/
sysadmin where needs to type an username and the respective password once
(Figure 3.8a). If the credentials are correct the administrator is forwarded to
the logs page (Figure 3.8b at http://fss.cs.hut.fi:9999/logs) which has
access to the user identification database (User Id), the displayed name and
the provider account used for the reservation (Name), the date and time the
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reservation was made (Date), and the precise time the user enter the room
(Timestamp). Through this data it is possible to evaluate the utilization rate
of a room and analyze which are the users that book a room and later do
not occupied it.
(a) System Administrator page
(b) Door Access Logs page
Figure 3.8: Tracking users accesses to the room
3.3.3 Communication between the components
The service relates to technologies and protocols for the communication be-
tween the components depicted in Figure 3.9.
In the service the user accesses the reservation website through the Inter-
net. The interactions between the user and the website are coordinated by
REST API through HTTP protocol and it complements socket.io [30]. To
connect and access the database the plugin hapi-mongodb [11] was installed
and the data is sent and receive in documents in JSON format. In the local
network the constant changing of the QR Code is provided by the web server
and acquired by the tablet through socket.io communication. The QR Code
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technology is scanned by the user which enables the Hapi.js server to check
user veracity and provide instructions on the user mobile, also send to the
tablet through socket.io the message: authentication is valid. Subsequently
the tablet addresses the lock via Bluetooth.
Figure 3.9: Communication between the components
The underlying communication between the mobile client and the web
server and between web server and tablet is socket.io. Here is an example
how websocket was implemented in our service. In this particular case it
is showed the server receiving an user information request from the client,
subsequently the server sending the request data.
• On the web server (Listing 3.5): the socket.io module was imported
(line 1) and the socket was initialized by passing the HTTP server
object (line 2). The socket will listen to the ‘connection’ event for
incoming sockets (line 3), if the incoming socket is emitting the ‘ge-
tuser’ event (line 4), the web server will emit event named ‘userinfo’
to the connected socket (line 5) with the user information data (url
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picture,name,email and homepage link).
1 var socketIO = require('socket.io ');
2 var io = socketIO.listen(server.listener);
3 io.on('connection ', function (socket) {
4 socket.on('getuser ', function () {
5 socket.emit('userinfo ', user);
6 });
7 });
Listing 3.5: Example of socket.io communication on web server
side
• On the browser side (Listing 3.6): it loads the client library (line 6)
and listens to the ‘connection’ event for incoming sockets (line 11) since
the default from the client side to connect is the host that serves it is
not necessary to add host URL. Whereas the webpage was requiring
promptly the user info so emits a ‘getuser’ event (line 12) to the web
server and listens to the ‘userinfo’ event for the requested data (line 13).
1 <!DOCTYPE html>
2 <html>
3 <head lang="en">
4 <meta charset="UTF-8">
5 <!-- socket.io -->
6 <script src=/socket.io/socket.io.js></script>
7 </head>
8 <body>
9 <script>
10 $(document).ready(function () {
11 var socket = io.connect ();
12 socket.emit('getuser ', 'User Info');
13 socket.on('userinfo ', function (user) {
14 (...)
15 });
16 });
17 </script>
18 </body>
19 </html>
Listing 3.6: Example of socket.io communication on client side
• The output communication between web server (Listing 3.5) and the
web client (Listing 3.6) results in displayed user information illustrated
in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: The output as the result of the communication between the web
server and the web client with socket.io
Building a REST API with Hapi.js is simple and intuitive, therefore the
communication between the webserver and webclient is also done with HTTP
protocol and not only by websocket.
An implementation example of the RESTful web service on our service
is shown in Figure 3.7 which loads the hapi module (line 1) and creates a
new web server object running at 8888 port (line 2). Later this server route
responds to a ‘GET’ request to ‘/’ path with a redirect to ‘/home’ path
(lines 3 to 9). The route path ‘/home’ handles request by rendering the
‘home.html’ page (lines 11 to 17) indicated in Figure 3.7a.
1 var hapi = require('hapi');
2 var server = hapi.createServer(Number (8888));
3 server.route ({
4 path: '/',
5 method: 'GET',
6 handler: function (request , reply) {
7 reply.redirect('/home');
8 }
9 });
10
11 server.route ({
12 path: '/home',
13 method: 'GET',
14 handler: function (request , reply) {
15 reply.file('home.html ');
16 }
17 });
Listing 3.7: Snippet of RESTful web service implementation
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3.4 Service Functionality
Security and location-awareness are essential for a Flexible Space therefore in
this section we will detailed the implementation of the QR Code in the Digital
Sign (Authentication Phase I) and the Third-party Servers (Authentication
Phase II).
3.4.1 Authentication Phase I
Authentication Phase I is the second step in the user experience ( namely,
‘At the library’ as mentioned in Section 3.1.1) which the user initiates by
scanning an advertising the QR Code in the tablet through a smart device.
The QR Code changes dynamically, thus making it secure and location-aware.
These core characteristics are because the QR Code embeds an URL which
contains TOTP key varying every 30 seconds. The URL:
http://fss.cs.hut.fi:9999/advValidation?totp= <actual_totp_key>
The query attribute ‘totp’ is the changing part and consequently the QR
Code modifier.
The server, in the first phase, is responsible for securely generate a TOTP
key, next embed in URL, previous displayed and later generate the QR Code
with URL. At last, it emits by websocket the QR Code to the webpage
displayed in the tablet (Figure 3.16a). This process is a cycle that repeats
itself every 30 seconds.
Secondly, the server is also responsible for verifying the TOTP when the
smart device reads the QR Code and opens the corresponding web page.
The TOTP verification is done by verifying the actual TOTP key and the
previous one. If the TOTP attribute in the URL is not equal to the actual or
the previous TOTP key the server displays in the user phone the following
message “QR Code invalid. Please scan again”, otherwise it redirects the
user to the login page (Authentication Phase II). Note the two authentication
phases are a very quick process that lasts less than 10 seconds for the user
to execute (considering that the user already did the Authentication Phase
II once). The server imports a ‘qrcode’ module which aids in the QR Code
creation and local ‘totp’ file that is detailed subsequently.
TOTP Algorithm
TOTP was implemented in a separate file in which it exports two core func-
tions (getActualKey and getPreviousKey). The file imports the ‘speakeasy’
module [31].
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The getActualKey and getPreviousKey functions obtain the actual and
the previous (thirty seconds before from the actual time) TOTP key, respec-
tively. Both functions are used by the server to verify the TOTP validity of
the user URL and the getActualKey function is also used by the server to
embed in the url and advertise it on QR Code.
These two functions employ a private function to get the key by calling
it with a ‘time’ parameter. The private function has the following attributes
(Listing 3.8 line 6 to 10):
• privateKey: a secure key generated randomly in ASCII format with
twenty characters of length and enabled symbols (beyond A-Z, a-z,
0-9, ?, , . , etc. . . ) stored in a local variable (line 2);
• timeExpiration: set to 30 seconds the recommend time-step size from
RFC 6238 [68];
• time: the time parameter received from the getActualKey and getPre-
viousKey functions;
• length: the key length set to 8 numbers;
• encoding: the key encoding format set to ASCII.
1
2 var privateKey = speakeasy.generate_key ({ length: 20,
symbols: true});
3
4 function totpAlgoritm(timeKey) {
5 totpKey = speakeasy.totp ({
6 key: privateKey.ascii ,
7 step: timeExpiration , // 30 seconds
8 time: timeKey ,
9 length: 8,
10 encoding: 'ascii '
11 });
12 return totpKey;
13 };
14
15 totp.getActualKey = function () {
16 var timeKey = parseInt(Date.now () / 1000); // in seconds
17 return totpAlgoritm(timeKey);
18 }
19
20 totp.getPreviousKey = function () {
21 var timeKey = parseInt (( Date.now () - (( timeExpiration) *
1000)) / 1000); // in seconds
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22 return totpAlgoritm(timeKey);
23 }
Listing 3.8: TOTP algorithm
3.4.2 Authentication Phase II
Authentication Phase II is used in the two stages of the user’s experience
(from ‘Any Location’ and ‘At the library’ as mentioned in Section 3.1.1) in
order to identify and authorize the user.
Authentication Phase II was implemented by using the OAuth [26] pro-
tocol and third-party, providers namely, Facebook, Twitter and Google. The
underlying model is depicted in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Authentication Phase II underlying model
The process begins when through the browser from a desktop or a smart-
phone the user requests a ‘Protected Resource’ by trying to make a reserva-
tion or to access the room. The main server, reservation server, answers with
‘Require Authorization’. Thus, the browser requests an authorization, ‘Au-
thorization Request’, from the user by showing the login page (Figure 3.7f)
in the browser. The user accepts, ‘Authorization Grant’, by selecting the
provider account and typing the respective username and password in a
trusted server, the third-party server. Then, the third-party server (autho-
rization server) authenticates and validates the user, and if valid, issues an
‘Access Token’ to the browser. Subsequently, the browser authenticates by
presenting the ‘Access Token’ to the reservation server. Upon the valid ac-
cess token the reservation server provides access to the ‘Protected Resource’.
1
2 server.pack.register(bell , function (err) {
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3
4 server.auth.strategy('facebook ', 'bell', {
5 provider: 'facebook ',
6 password: 'XXXXX ',
7 clientId: 'XXXXX ',
8 clientSecret: 'XXXXX ',
9 isSecure: false
10 });
11
12 server.route ({
13 method: ['GET', 'POST'],
14 path: '/loginf ',
15 config: {
16 auth: {
17 strategy: 'facebook ',
18 mode: 'try'
19 },
20 handler: facebook
21 }
22 });
23 }
Listing 3.9: Hapi.js authentication based on the bell scheme and the
facebook strategy
To enable the third-party login from the providers (third-party servers) a
Facebook, a Twitter and a Google application were created to set the access
and callback URL; and to get the client identification (consumer key) and
the client secret (consumer secret) for then configure in the reservation server.
In the reservation server the third-party login was managed by a Hapi
plugin called bell [3]. Authentication in Hapi is based on schemes and strate-
gies which in our case a bell scheme and three different strategies (facebook,
twitter and google) were configured. An example using the bell scheme is de-
picted in Listing 3.9 where the facebook strategy was applied (line 4 to 10) by
setting up: a provider, the third-party provider in this case facebook (line 5);
a password, the cookie encryption password (line 6); a clientId, the OAuth
client identifier provided by the Facebook application (line 7); a clientSecret,
the OAuth client password provided by the Facebook application (line 8);
and an isSecure, set to false because our service provides the http protocol
and not the https (line 9).
Later, the facebook strategy is applied at the resource ‘/loginf’ (line 14
and 17) that is the user in order to continue needs to login via the Facebook
provider page.
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3.5 Service Interaction
The service interaction is summarized in two distinct phases from ‘Any Lo-
cation’ which the user reserves online the ‘date & time’ slot for the room
and ‘At the Library’ which the user accesses the room, Figure 3.12 and 3.13
respectively.
Figure 3.12: Service Interaction Phase I ‘Book Room’
To successfully complete the first phase, ‘Book Room’ the following mes-
sages are exchanged:
1. The user browser’s sends a ‘HTTP GET Request’ to access the website
page http://fss.cs.hut.fi:8888.
2. The reservation server responses the request has succeed with ‘HTTP
200 OK’ and transmits the resource in the message body.
3. The user in order to make the reservation ‘Request resource /reserva-
tions’, a protected resource.
4. The reservation server responds with ‘Require Authorization’.
5. The user grants the authorization, message ‘Authorization Grant’, to
the third-party server by signing in.
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6. The reservation server provide the access to the reservations page, ‘Re-
sponse resource /reservations’.
7. The user by accessing the reservations page, books a ‘date & time’ slot,
‘HTTP POST Request’.
8. The reservation server, stores the reservation in the database,
‘db.reservations.insert(reservation)’.
9. The reservation server also responds to the user by transmitting the
reservation was successful stored by fetching the page my reservations,
message ‘HTTP 200 OK /myreservations’.
Figure 3.13: Service Interaction Phase II ‘Unlock Door’
At the second phase, ‘Unlock Door’ the following messages are exchanged:
1. Digital sign is ‘Advertising URL based on TOTP’.
2. The user mobile phone’s scans the QR Code and sends an ‘HTTP GET’
request to the reservation server.
3. The reservation server in turn verifies the ‘TOTP key’ internally; the
‘Third-party Authentication’ by exchanging the ‘Access Token’ with
third-party servers; and ‘Date & Time Reservation’ by querying the
database.
4. If all the conditions are satisfied the reservation server transmits it to
the digital sign by WebSocket, ‘socket.emit(‘AUTH OK’)’.
5. Finally, the electronic lock receives from the digital sign a message by
Bluetooth to unlock the door, ‘bluetooth.write(‘Unlock Door’)’. Thus,
the user accesses the room.
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3.6 Pilot
In this section, we describe the pilot [37] of our proposed service as part
of the Flexible Spaces Service project. The system has been piloted at the
“Tomaatti” a quiet study room in the Computer Science Library of Aalto
University between November and December of 2014. The users after con-
cluding using the pilot were proposed to fill an online questionnaire about
the service for feedback whose results are not yet available.
The project stakeholders are the Aalto Campus and Facility Services,
the Aalto University Properties and the Mohinet Oy enterprise. The pilot
environment has an open network which enables all the users to have free
access to the WiFi. The conditions are similar to those in the practical
deployment, where we set it up, according to the Figure 3.14.
The pilot was deployed in “Tomaatti” room (Figure 3.14a) with an elec-
tronic lock (Figure 3.14b) installed on the door and a tablet (Figure 3.14c)
mounted in the window room.
The participants in the pilot access the service “Book Room & Unlock
Door” from any location (Figure 3.15a). First, the participant signs in with
one of the following accounts: Facebook, Twitter and Google (Figure 3.15b).
Second, the participant makes a reservation by clicking on the reservation
tab and selecting an available ‘date & time’ slot. Finalizing it by clicking on
the ‘Reserve’ button.
The participant accesses the room reserved by appearing at the door on
the same ‘date & time’ scheduled. Second, the participant mobile scans the
advertising QR Code (Figure 3.16a). The scan will open a window on a
browser with the corresponding URL. The web page prompts the options of
the login accounts (Figure 3.16b). The participant must choose the same
login account as the reservation made. If all the conditions are met the
participant receives “Access Granted” on the mobile phone and starts to
follow the instruction on the tablet installed in the window (Figure 3.16c).
The tablet instructs the participant to “Press down the door handle”. Only
then is the Bluetooth of the door activated and the communication with the
tablet (i.e. the waiting process in Figure 3.16d, first image) begins. The door
is unlocked and the participant accesses the room by pulling down the door
handle (Figure 3.16d).
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(a) “Tomaatti” room
(b) Electronic lock
(c) Tablet with advertis-
ing QR Code
Figure 3.14: Local where the pilot was deployed
(a) (b)
Figure 3.15: First phase of the user experience from ‘Any Location’
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3.16: Second phase of the user experience at ‘The Library’
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3.7 Summary
In this chapter we have presented our implementation of a pervasive service
for a flexible space, more specifically we developed the “Book Room & Unlock
Door” service and installed successfully the system in the Computer Science
Library at Aalto University.
The project began with the study of the previous system and the design
of the new one that intended to be a functional, autonomous and simple
service in a shared environment. Moreover, the chapter presented the service
requirements and explained in detail the service architecture by analyzing
each technology used. The novel and robust technologies used at the service
contributed to be simple to expand and develop further.
Finally, the “Book Room & Unlock Door” implementation opened new
ways to solve the problem that was longed faced in companies, organizations
and in facilities that have meeting rooms.
Chapter 4
Business Model
A business model is an instrumental tool in both justifying a project and as
measuring its success. Designing viable business cases is difficult as customer
needs, organizational resources and capabilities, financial arrangements, and
technological possibilities have to be taken into account. Moreover, a business
model must be continuously maintained and adjusted to track the project
status over time.
The term business model spread out with the advent of the Internet [87]
and most of the related research focused on how to extract value from a
service innovation, converting new technology to economic value (that is, the
utility for customers) or capturing revenue streams for web-based firms.
Morris et al. [67] provides an approach where a business model is a uni-
fying unit of analysis that can facilitate theory development in entrepreneur-
ship. According to Amit and Zott [38] business model construction is to
capture value creation arising from multiple sources, concluding that no sin-
gle theory can fully explain the value creation potential of a venture, so there
are many variations to design it.
Some technologies, such as NFC, have been considered promising, it has
been having problems to succeed mostly because of the challenging business
models necessary to realize meaningful services [58]. It is essential to identify
the critical issues in order for a service be commercialized and succeed.
The business goal for this new project is to deliver a system for a practical
use of a pervasive service for flexible spaces, which is easy-to-use, inexpensive
to deploy for university-like environments, and applies a new technological
design focused on authentication and a cloud paradigm.
Our model will present some non-financially features such as the SWOT
analysis used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
involved in the project. After that, we will describe some elementary aspects
of the STOF method in Service, Technology, Organization and Finance do-
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mains. A schematic overview of financial schemes proposing the service de-
livery at a reasonable price will follow, and finally concluding remarks about
business model viability of this concrete case study will be given.
SWOT has been widely adopted due to its simplicity and practicality
allowing agile detection of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
that should be kept, eliminated, exploited and recognized respectively. Nev-
ertheless for an ample view of the full paradigm a complementary steady
framework STOF, was also analyzed.
This work was carried out in the Flexible Spaces Service (FSS) activity at
Aalto University in collaboration with the VTT Technical Research Centre.
The related project focused on the Computer Science Library, which is a
single but spacious environment. Although registering is not compulsory,
there have been an estimated 45000 students, teachers, staff and visitors
entrances (the estimate may be exaggerated because the same person can
be counted more than once) at the library and the potential users of the
proposed service.
The University has plans to enhance the current system by offering per-
vasive services. Otaniemi Campus University underlying IT model has on-
demand self-service available network with wireless access points installed all
over in comfortable public spaces (e.g. cafeterias, libraries, hallways, class,
and so forth).
The initiative to test pervasive services in flexible spaces is being held
in the University because of the above-mentioned characteristics describing
a smart environment and the study of student’s experiences is a good role
model for a pervasive service project. Our business model performs on the
service named “Book Room & Unlock Door” and identifies the issues to
become a successful project. The alternative to this service is the traditional
paper and ink procedure.
4.1 SWOT Analysis
SWOT analysis is an analytical tool as a part of the strategic management
planning process used to evaluate strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats as internal and external factors affecting the project business.
On the one hand, internal aspects lie within the organization, such as
personnel facilities, location, products and services, which the effects on
business can be favorable identified as strengths or unfavorable identified
as weaknesses.
On the other hand, external aspects are presented by the environment,
outside the organization, namely, political, economic, social, technological
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and competition issues. They either affect positively the organization through
business opportunities, or the environment is unfavorable and becomes a
threat to the business. The result of the key factors usually is present in the
Internal vs. External and Positive vs. Negative quadrants.
The Table 4.1 identifies the internal and external factors for “Book Room
& Unlock Door” service on SWOT analysis.
Scenario Positive Negative
Internal
Strengths Weaknesses
• Availability • Interaction
• Simplicity • User delegation
• Costs • Experience
• Location awareness • Organizational tasks
• Multiple smart space • Brand
• Novel technology
External
Opportunities Threats
• Real-time and fast service demand • Target
• Mobile ubiquity and cloud-based • Supplier dependence
• Untapped market • QoS
• Growth and R&D • Reliability
Table 4.1: SWOT Analysis of pervasive services for flexible spaces
A. Strengths
The strengths of this pervasive service for flexible spaces scenario are based
on six internal factors:
1. Availability. A favorable internal factor gained over the traditional
service is the availability for the user to access it online. The user no
longer has to be in the library in order to fill in the booking paper form
and carry out processes regardless the service, such as: (a) to review
reservation; or (b) to book in advance, among others.
2. Simplicity. Other benefits for the end user are the simplicity and user
friendliness. So, the traditional service can be replaced in a very simple
and smooth way, bringing value to users, because it does not depend
on anybody or anything else and it is a rich web-based interface does
not require the user to download or install any application. The service
simplicity allows: (a) user self-service; (b) key or card less; (c) applica-
tion less.
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3. Costs. The strength is the low cost, considering the following:
(a) Initial cost per user. The cost to purchase the mobile device which
is needed to access the service, but nowadays it has been reduced
and it is quite affordable. In this framework we consider it negli-
gible as users are assumed to already have a smartphone.
(b) Capital expenditure cost. No costs related to the core network
because infrastructure is already installed and available. In this
case, low CAPEX is considered because it assumes what we called
an “umbrella” contract concerning the network and in relation to
the electronic lock installation, the lock does not require a new
door or any modification thus it reduces the cost by four times.
(c) Cost per session. It is a cost already embedded in the entire
network maintenance for over-the-top (OTT) services and appli-
cations (e.g pay yearly domain name or the cost of cloud instance
per hour but in this case computer science department has his
own Domain Name Server (DNS) and cloud therefore no cost is
add). In this framework these costs are not an issue.
(d) Other costs. Examples of some of that trigger costs are the ones
related to the technical transformation of the traditional system
into the new one , and other operations costs link to the space
usage and shared administrative resources.
There are studies [33, 35] demonstrating that corporate real estate
costs (fixed rent and variable maintenance) are those that counts
considerable for flexible spaces. These costs we must considered
low, once the traditional service already integrates spatial costs,
so we do not expect significant incremental costs. However, the
subject will be more detailed in the next section about financial
aspects.
4. Location awareness. This internal factor is achieved by combining the
reservation system with room space. So, location awareness is the
important driver for the end user to accept the service, and also for
space management performance. In our user case the strength is to
gather information from the location and the time, extracting data
from user identification to further act upon that context, considering
the situations:
(a) Deny unauthorized people;
(b) Do not allow open the room door without an existing room book-
ing;
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(c) The user log is saved for tracking usage. For instance, if the room
is booked, but at the scheduled time it is not occupied, then the
reservation is automatically (in fifteen minutes) cancelled, also a
penalty price could be charged.
5. Multiple smart spaces. A strength of the service is the easy adaptability
to different environments. The service can be applied to our use case
of meeting rooms in libraries, or other universities spaces, but also for
companies and pubic working spaces, among others.
6. Novel technology. Integrating recent technologies that are robust and
open source is a way to increase the value of the service. In our case we
used Hapi.js, MongoDB. In the short term, technology is also a way to
differentiate and potentially increase margins. In the long term, having
more experience with the technology becomes a competitive advantage,
both are considered strengths.
B. Weaknesses
Internal factors that are identified as weaknesses are the following:
1. Interaction. An unfavorable technical internal factor is the interaction
because of the rapid change of technical requirements due to innovation
or adaption to other smart spaces, and in all aspects of the service must
work. Web services are scalable, however the website, for instance,
could be redesigned.
2. User delegation. The service does not currently provide user delega-
tion for multiple people to open the door which can be considered an
unfavourable factor for the service.
3. Experience. One weakness comes from less experience with the new
service, as it was developed by young researchers working with recent
technologies with limited tutorials.
4. Organizational tasks. The service not fully supports. For instance, the
rules of use are an important issue, procedures in case of breakdowns,
faults, and others needs to change from traditional to new service.
5. Brand. The service is new, so until now does not have brand or market
reputation.
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C. Opportunities
The identification of some external factors will provide opportunities to build
this new service.
1. Real-time and fast service demand. The most favorable external factor
is the market, which means end users (customers if paying the service)
looking for ways to utilize real-time and fast services. This new service
easily creates market offers with its improved transaction speed online,
its convenience will also be improved with the automation, and suitable
for multi-tenancy.
2. Mobile ubiquity and cloud-based. Opportunities come from technology
like a positive and external factor from the supply side of the market.
Mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets, PDAs being ubiquitous
(e.g smartphone is ubiquitous and it is the substitute product to the
physical key) also offer considerable choices for the provisioning of cloud
services among enterprises like Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google
and Microsoft Azure offering public cloud services.
3. Untapped market. An opportunity comes from the lack of competition
on the specific service.
4. Growth and Research & Development. On the one hand, an opportu-
nity for service growth comes from users having become familiar with
the service, so they will prefer the smartphone rather than carry a phys-
ical key or a card. Nevertheless, it will then be possible to encourage
users to adopt more advanced options of the service stimulating R&D.
D. Threats
There are uncertainties that could affect negatively the service. Here, we
mentioned some of these threats.
1. Target. One constraint is to target primarily end users with smartphone
or tablets. This is a limitation, further developments should integrate
other methods and devices with different characteristics.
2. Supplier dependence. This could be another unfavorable external factor
because in this first stage of a new business model the service relies on
the electronic lock and the university infrastructure. This situation
could create a risk where the supplier stops granting the equipment or
becomes dependent of the company service.
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3. Quality of Service (QoS). Increasing the service complexity and con-
gestion or delay could imply dissatisfaction and issues on the quality
of service.
4. Reliability. The system can have outages and it may not be able to
solve them immediately, for instance: it does not provide a redundant
server; the electronic lock may deplete the battery fail; the tablet may
not be replaceable.
The SWOT analysis assessment for “Book Room & Unlock Door” busi-
ness case shows the service internal strengths which are very important to
realize the value proposition for the service, especially the new way of work-
ing. In particular, it allows a cost-effective service and suitable for multi-
tenancy, and also the availability and simplicity of the service for the user.
These can be combined with technological capabilities to location awareness
to prevent unauthorized utilization of resources, and could also be applied to
other smart and flexible spaces. However, some weaknesses, such as the user
delegation, the developers knowledge, organizational and marketing issues,
as well as technical requirements should be very well specified and, if neces-
sary, some of the basic issues should be reconsidered. On the other hand, the
model should demonstrate the capacity to adapt to external opportunities in
R&D and market approach in terms of real-time and fast service demand, as
well as the mobile devices ubiquity and cloud-based service supply are impor-
tant factors for the business. However, there is the impact of the unfavorable
external business environment in relation to consumers target, proprietary
solutions and quality of service definitions.
The SWOT analysis can be subjective, so it is advisable to do it in group
for a clear classification trying to avoid misleading ideas. The SWOT does not
prioritize issues, does not provide solutions and it is a qualitative approach so
far. Yet, the SWOT helps to understand the business and develop goals and
strategies for it, taking advantage of the strengths, addressing weaknesses to
develop into strengths, capitalizing opportunities and preventing threats to
turn into opportunities. It can be used to make a quantitative analysis where
these factors should be detailed in measurable variables for financial metrics
to support the business decision. In Section 4.3 related to financial aspects,
we provide some issues in order to propose a quantitative approach to our
business case.
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4.2 STOF Method
The concept of business models is very useful because it considers value
creation for customers/users and value capturing from service development
in relation to technology, this is what Bouwman et al. [42] considered when
they develop the STOF model to design viable business models primarily for
mobile services, that can also be used for digital services.
There are many different classifications of components for business mod-
els. In the context of the STOF model, the importance is given to services,
innovation, and electronic services in the general context where business mod-
els play a central role in generating service innovation. This is a very good
approach to our specific service “Book Room & Unlock Door” which is a
system designed for a pervasive service to be delivered in a flexible space.
The STOF model uses the STOF method as a practical tool. In this
section, we will describe the qualitative approach of STOF however, it also
can be used to make a quantitative analysis. In the next section we will
present some quantitative financial aspects for the practical case.
STOF Domains
STOF is based on four core domains: Service, Technology, Organization and
Finance. It focuses on the service evaluation at an early stage, and each
domain is interconnected (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: STOF business model domains [42]
According to Bouwman et al. [42] the importance is given to the Service
domain; it sets the requirements on the technologies used in the Technol-
ogy domain, it identifies the issues about value network in the Organization
domain while affecting the revenue sources of the Finance domain.
Similarly, the Technology domain impacts on the delivered value in the
Service domain, and the costs in the Finance domain. The Organization
domain has direct impact on the other domains. The Finance domain deter-
mines the pricing in the Service domain [58].
STOF Method
The STOF model uses the STOF method in four steps: the Quick Scan; the
Critical Success Factors (CSFs); the Critical Design Issues (CDIs) and the
Internal and External Issues.
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Figure 4.2: Design steps in the STOF method [42]
In the diagram in Figure 4.2 shows that the starting point for a new
service idea is the quick scan focus on the four domains: Service, Technology,
Organization and Finance.
Practical Case
Our goal is to create a business model outline for the Computer Science
Library case study. In our case we have defined the first step, which includes
aspects from the four domains, consisting in Service domain focus on value
proposition and target; Technology domain is a driver for new innovative
services in the delivery and the system; Organization domain for actor roles
and network strategy, that are the resources; and Finance domain for pricing
and investments (CAPEX & OPEX), that is the revenue model. The list
of factors for each domain is summarized on Table 4.2 for “Book Room &
Unlock Door” scenario.
STOF domain Scenario at CS Library
Service
• Value proposition
• Target group
Technology
• Mobile device
• Tablet
• Electronic lock
• Cloud-base
• Wireless LAN
Organization
• Project funded by EIT ICT Labs, coordinated by VTT
and service delivered by Aalto University
Finance
• Cost reduction
• Pricing scheme
• Profit
Table 4.2: STOF domains of pervasive services for flexible spaces
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The first step in the STOF method starts with a checklist of the relevant
factors in the Service domain, succeeded by the other three domains in the
following order: Technology, Organization and Finance.
A. Service Domain The service domain focuses on the service value by
comparing the new to existing similar (traditional) services.
The core value proposition with this new service is to prevent unautho-
rized people from unlocking the door, thus addressing security and privacy
concerns.
Another core value is includes usability because users carry their smart-
phone all the time and use it almost everywhere, so they are more likely to
take it with them and less likely to leave it at home than a physical key or
card. In this new service we take into account the user’s availability when
users no longer have to be at the library to use the service. At the same
time, users benefit from saving time when they no longer need to wait for
the CS building opening hours to book a room because the new service is
independent of the time or the day.
In addition, it includes user efficient decision making, such as: the user
can be offered a possibility to review the status of the reservation, to delete
and create another appointment; the user can book in advance – 15 days, 1
month, 1 year earlier – unlike the old system where the user could only book
during the current week. Moreover, the design system is based on allowing
the user to reserve in advance and the core action (open door) is activated
when needed.
On the other hand, the value proposition on the management side of-
fers managers efficient decision making for dynamic space utilization and
recording usage, such as: the room is booked but it is not occupied then the
reservation is automatically (in fifteen minutes) available again.
Another feature in the Service domain is the target group. This is in-
terrelated with a clearly defined target group (customer segments) dealing
with consumer or business market and between niche or mass market. In
this case, people using smartphones and using flexible spaces is a market
niche. In addition, despite the fact that at first the service could seem not
so interesting – as it happens with all new technological devices – based on
Mark Weiser’s vision [84] we can say that our service has become familiar
and transparent, it will attract and select people from all segments with the
end user value proposition associated.
B. Technology Domain Pervasive services are delivered via technology
and should have an acceptable quality level. Bouwman et al. [42] in their
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business models formulation suggested a technical architecture with the fol-
lowing components: middleware (mobile device); web services as the core
functionality; and the network and infrastructure characteristics at the base.
The technology architecture for our new service is detailed in Chapter 3
and it is aligned with the author’s suggestion. Firstly, the middleware com-
ponent comprises the user’s mobile device, digital signage (QR Code) in the
tablet, and electronic lock sensor. Secondly, the web service layer includes
cloud based divided into the web server, database, website and third party
authentication. Lastly the base layer consists of the network and the in-
frastructure of the wireless LAN. The technology components are listed in
Table 4.2.
In addition, critical functionalities that are needed to develop any service
that runs on the network and is offered to a client [42] are authentication
and security. Our service provides a secure identification of the user through
the third party authentication in a way that the user is identifiable to the
service and at the same time excludes the possible risks of identity theft.
C. Organization Domain The organization domain defines the value net-
work that consists in business partners who have resources and capabilities,
which interplay in order to create service value.
This service requires collaboration among the following players: one Ven-
ture Capitalist; one Projector Coordinator; one Space Owner; one Service
Leader; one Service Developer; one Pilot Holder and End Users.
As the Venture Capitalist, EIT ICT LABS provides the support for the
project.
The Project Coordinator, Ingrid Schembri, supervises the Flexible Spaces
Project, monitoring its services development, namely the “Book Room &
Unlock Door”.
Aalto University is the Space Owner and the infrastructure and premises
proprietor. It is also responsible for the internal rental system management,
named “Asio”.
The Service Leader is Aalto University: Distributed and Pervasive Sys-
tem Research Group, Mario Di Francesco. He is responsible for the service’s
design and implementation. In addition, he is the element in charge of ad-
dressing VTT and acquiring a Pilot Holder.
The Service Developer, Catarina Moura, is the programmer and respon-
sible for choosing the appropriate tools and framework for the service. Ad-
ditionally, she guarantees the proper functioning of it.
CS Library is the Pilot Holder, who manages the pilot space and regulates
its price or penalties.
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Finally, the End Users adopt the service and accept the rules, as well as
the pricing plan.
D. Finance Domain The finance domain defines the financial arrange-
ments in the value chain which must result in acceptable outcomes from the
participating partners. In other words, the finance domain goal is to create a
viable business model by generating financial benefits for the actors involved.
Finance variables are detailed in Section 4.3, namely investment, costs,
revenues, but also risk (sensitivity analysis) and performance indicators (mar-
ket adoption, return on investment) have an impact on the business model,
however, these last metrics are not analysed in this thesis. The bottom line
of the business model is addressed in the finance domain, which is shown on
Table 4.2.
With regard to this finance domain, the important figures for this domain
analysis are the cost-reduction achieved by synergy in network, the pricing
scheme considering the results from the balance between service direct costs
and revenues and also the dynamic pricing strategy in which the price adapts
to the observed congestion on the reservation system. Finally, the financial
statement resulting in variable profit is not an issue and a break even is the
goal.
Critical Success Factors (CSFs)
After the first phase which consist of the fours domain’s characteristics,
this second step regards the project evaluation with Critical Success Fac-
tors (CSFs).
CSFs specify “the limited number of areas in which satisfactory results
will ensure that the business model creates value for the customer and for the
business network” [42]. In other words, the underlying logic is that a negative
estimation will imply an impediment in the business model’s viability, and
therefore a system will suffer a re-evaluation and redesign. The selection
of CSFs in “Book Room & Unlock Door” case is summarized on Table 4.3,
which are related but in a different way with the factors already focus on the
SWOT analysis.
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Critical Success Factors Scenario at CS Library
1.Clearly Defined Target Group
Positive. The service targets all the
people with smartphone.
2.Quality of the Value Proposition
Positive. The service supports the
features:
• Key and card less.
• Deny unauthorized person.
• Online centralized system.
• Access control suitable for multi-
tenancy.
• Review status reservation and ad-
vance booking.
• Save the log user to identify who open
the door.
3.Quality of the Delivery System
Negative. The system can has a break-
down, for example in:
• Server. The service does not provide
server redundancy therefore the user
will not be able to book or unlock door.
• Battery electronic lock. The lock
does not react to the input commands
therefore the door remains locked.
• Tablet. The service does not provide
equipment substitution at the time,
then the QR Code is not transmitted.
Positive. Help-desk offer (the building
janitor open door manually).
4.Acceptable Division of Roles
Positive. The organization is clear and
concise.
5.Acceptable Profitability
Positive. Profit is not an issue, al-
though breaking even is desirable.
6.Unobtrusive Customer Retention
Not Applicable. The service not yet in
the market.
7.Acceptable Risks
Not Applicable. Sensitivity analysis in
financial aspects is out of the thesis
scope.
Table 4.3: CSFs of pervasive services for flexible spaces
Another critical issue in the technology domain is related to supplier
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dependency. Accordingly to Bouwman et al. [42] web services can be provided
by third parties and should not be dependent on a specific company for
IT resources and infrastructure. In the foundation of our service there is
dependence between the service and the Aalto IT resources characterized as
a threat in the SWOT model.
Finally, the STOF critical success factors assessment is positive for “Book
Room & Unlock Door” business case. It demonstrates through defined tar-
get group, the quality of the value proposition, division of roles and accept-
able profitability. However, a few critical issues from the technology domain
namely, quality of deliver system and supplier dependency are unsatisfactory,
hence, it should be reconsidered and redesigned on CDIs.
The subsequent phases, CDIs and a robustness check is for future work
because it will be more appropriate to be done in the first roll-out of the
service.
Other New Service Benefits
There are also other potential benefits from the new service, one is the dy-
namic space utilization, for example the meeting room at CS Library, allows
the smartphone to be paired with a display and set up automatically the
presentation on the big screen [69].
A second benefit would be combining the smartphone and the light sensor
for controlling on/off and the intensity of the room lighting. Additionally,
the service could store the information preference of the user and the next
time adjusts correctly the parameters.
A third benefit would be the service sensing the user while he is approach-
ing the door and in parallel verify all the user conditions and opening the
door without any user interaction.
A fourth benefit would be combining the online booking and a third-party
application, e.g., Google Calendar or iCal, in a way that the user is notified
for the scheduled meetings. However, to incorporate the mentioned benefits
in the service more finance and R&D would be needed.
4.3 Financial
A viable business model must ensure that costs, investments and risk sources
are divided in such a way is acceptable by all parties involved. The service
also needs to generate enough revenues. Finally, the project partners can
share benefits (revenue share).
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To date, business models to realize open source technological services,
comprising pervasive services, suggest the free exploitation of the economic
fact that the marginal cost of software production and delivery approaches
zero. Besides this, there are subsections about pricing schemes, costs and
partnership and the financial statement about the viability of the project.
4.3.1 Pricing Schemes
Pricing is a highly important critical issue for the service. Subsequently, the
price scheme for pervasive services strongly influences whether or not end
users are willing to start adopting the service that as customers are not used
to pay.
Nowadays, interest has been renewed in pricing research; researchers need
to account for technological challenges as well as socioeconomic factors that
determine the eventual adoption and implementation of pricing schemes.
Challenges in pricing research concerning primarily the Internet, and more
recently the digital services, were reported by Sen et al. [76]. The authors
in Figure 4.3 highlight the role of static and dynamic pricing summarizing
that:
• Static pricing is when prices do not vary with the network congestion
level. These pricing plans are: Fixed Flat-rate; Usage-based; Priority
Pricing; Cumulus Pricing; Application-based or App-Based Pricing;
and Time-of-Day.
• Dynamic pricing is when prices adjust in response to the network con-
gestion level. The selected price categories are: Hourly price charges;
Location and cell-load based; and Time-and usage based.
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Figure 4.3: Example price plans [76]
These new pricing schemes require support from software platforms on
user devices and on service providers. Furthermore, the determination of the
optimal price for access requires to develop economic models that account
for the cost structure [76].
With these in mind, we try to assess pricing for our service with the
underlying basic concepts of:
• Pricing aligned between the price the service providers are ready to
offer and the price that consumers are willing to accept.
• Pricing to cover setup costs.
• Dynamic pricing adapts the price in response to the market demand.
In a pricing scheme the first concept is the price aligned with the service
value proposition. On the one hand, the strategy in traditional service is
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zero price charged. On the other hand, the implemented service will charge
a price to switch to an automated system. These users needs will appeal and
persuade them to pay the service. An attractive pricing plan is structured
according to: i) Flat rate; ii) Per event price; iii) Subscription, among the
most known.
What would users be prepared to pay for “Book Room & Unlock Door”
at CS Library? The price in this user case with the new service is zero; how-
ever, a penalty charge will be added hypothetically to match other bookings
prices in campus buildings (e.g., penalties in the library; internal rents; sauna
rooms).
Another concept about pricing is whether the price covers setup costs.
The pricing plan must confront the user value with the costs component. On
the one hand, the infrastructure costs are negligible because of the synergistic
effect. On the other hand, there are costs related to capital expenditure (e.g.,
service development, lock equipment and tablet).
In the pricing scheme a dynamic pricing strategy can be followed due to
fluctuating in the reservation system, so the price will adjust. On the one
hand, the price variation allows alleviating the reservation system for better
management. On the other hand, usually users dislike it because they do not
have a fixed price, so problems for service adoption can occur. Therefore,
the pricing plan for “Book Room & Unlock Door” could be constructed with
the following assumptions:
• Consumers should pay the price or penalties.
• Penalties should be charged with a dynamic price strategy in order to
incentive users to adjust their behavior through situations like:
– Avoiding empty rooms. This situation happens when there is a
waiting list for the rooms which have very low occupancy rate.
– Avoiding inadequate room booking. This situation occurs when
the space size (m2) does not fit the number of people in the space.
Although this penalty is not applicable if all suitable rooms are
occupied.
– Avoiding congestion. This situation is observed when there is a
constant congestion at a certain hour or day.
• Price target to break even, make a profit is not a target for the CS
Library.
• Space rent element is the core of the service business. Aalto has an
internal rent-system.
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• Extra income can pay for example advertisements to direct consumers
to the service.
The reservation system for our service was designed to allow these and
other features because we considered user context as described in Chapter 3.
4.3.2 Costs and Partnerships
As financial resources of the project also have side costs, nowadays the im-
portance is to achieve the best cost structure, so each firm faces the question
to perform allocated tasks on their own or to outsource them. Moreover,
creating new business, the organizational issues counts and partnerships are
a good way to value creation from innovation.
Costs
Pervasive services cloud-based are less costly because the critical costs related
to Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) including the infrastructure and equipment
investment is not an issue, basing on the fact that all infrastructure is already
installed and available. Operational Expenditure (OPEX) with regards to
network is reduced and only some overhead non-network costs are relevant,
such as corporate real estate (fixed rent and variable maintenance) and other
administrative costs (see Table 4.4).
Partnerships
Ultimately, for partnerships between Universities and Research Centers, the
division is characterized by a fee fixed related to project development –
funded by EIT ICT Labs – and royalty sharing. In this case the partner-
ship is a joint project between Aalto and VTT sponsored by EIT ICT Labs
whence the pilot will be launched at Aalto CS Library. EIT ICT Labs and
VTT taking part, will probably install the service in their premises, which
will help to promote the service.
4.3.3 Financial Statement
The financial statement presents first the investment cost that is capital ex-
penditure (CAPEX), then the profit and loss account (P&L) including the
operational costs (OPEX) and the income (Revenues) of the service. Fi-
nally, a line of the P&L table shows the EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest,
Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization) calculation and the following line
the depreciation of the investment. The bottom line of the P&L statement
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is the service profit (result). This section presents a hypothetical financial
plan to “Book Room & Unlock Door” project.
However, out of this thesis scope, there are additional metrics to be ap-
plied in financial modeling. The most well known are the following:
• NPV (Net Present Value) provides how much the project is worth,
the total amount of money for the project, giving the current amount
(revenues minus costs) by the sum of the future cash flows at a discount
rate, called “time value of money”.
• ROI (Return on Investment) is a percentage from the ratio Profit/In-
vestment, which helps to evaluate performance of an investment and
make the decision if it is worth.
• Payback is the number of years to take profit from an investment.
• Sensitivity analysis recognizes uncertainty in the project, by the vari-
ation of the assumptions to settle the basic, pessimist and optimistic
scenarios for the service.
To construct a financial statement template for “Book Room & Unlock
Door”, see Table 4.4, we need to consider the following assumptions:
• Fixed hourly rate for internal rents, according to the Aalto Price List.
• Penalty hourly cost, according to the rules of use.
• Availability of 1 electronic lock, which will be installed in CS Library
“Tomatti room” in the first year (2014):
– Each Gearlock Mohinet will have an average cost of e380 each,
including Backend support for 2 years.
• The development of the service including programming and organiza-
tional tasks will cost around e5,000.
• Availability of 1 tablet per door:
– Each costs e370.
• Rooms expected to be used:
– 1 room (Tomatti room). The size is 8,5 m2. Rent costs about
e30-40/m2 a month.
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– 260 days per year (excluded weekends, holidays, vacancy).
– open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
• Overhead costs based on other business cases, to be expected around
25%.
• Depreciation of investment is 2 years for equipment (minimum guar-
antee period under European Union rules).
For the case’s basic scenario the project for 1 library room in a year period
the break even will happen if the following is taken in consideration:
• Scenario 1) Fixed flat e2.00/hour with usage 8h/day; or
• Scenario 2) Fixed flat e1.50/hour with usage 10h/day.
The break even calculation:
• Identifies the number of hours daily per room to be used to cover busi-
ness expenses (before tax or interest costs). It is helpful when updating
the Business Plan.
• Hypothetically, a penalty can be charged on top of internal rent prices,
based on the pricing dynamic scheme described in Section 4.3.1.
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Scenario 1) Fixed flat e2.00/hour with usage 8h/day
Investment (CAPEX)
Deployment Lock e380
Tablet e370
Software Development e5,000
Total e5,750
Operational Costs (OPEX)
Overhead costs e1,040
Network infrastructure e0
Space Rental e0
Total e1,040
Revenues
1 room based on daily usage e4,160
Total e4,160
EBITDA e3,120
Depreciation e2,875
Result (profit) e245
Table 4.4: P&L “Book Room & Unlock Door”. Scenario 1) 1 Room/1 Lock
(2014)
Calculation aid:
Overhead costs = 25%× Revenues =e4,160×0.25 =e1,040
Revenues = 8 hours×e2/hour× 260 days = e4,160
EBITDA = Revenues−OPEX = e4,160 − e1,040 = e3,120
Depreciation = CAPEX
numberofyears
= 5,750
2
=e2,875/year
Profit = EBITDA−Depreciation/year = e3,120 − e2,875 = e245
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have illustrated the benefit of business models to move
from research user prototype towards a service proposition to deliver to cus-
tomers a pervasive service in a flexible space.
Our analysis has not resulted in an exhaustive business model, although
we feel that it is an important step towards “go to market”. This business
model associated to the service “Book Room & Unlock Door” proposed im-
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portant questions such as how to create customer value and who to involve
in the value chain.
This study has shown that one possible break-through is the adoption of
the pervasive service for flexible spaces. This service brings greater flexibility
and efficiency in work environments; it also inspires the service opportunity to
grow. Furthermore, significant drivers affect positively the deployment of the
service particularly being an over-the-top service, thus resulting in acceptable
prices on capital and operational expenditure, a clear value proposition and
potential stakeholders such as the government or commercial parties.
This theoretical analysis provides the first step for commercial exploita-
tion for similar services focused on booking spaces and an automated door
opening system. If the service is successfully adopted, it can become a mature
pervasive service for smart environments in the near future.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis we have developed a pervasive service for flexible spaces by
building a cloud-based reservation and access system for shared environ-
ments. The new architecture proposed copes the existing limitations in
shared rooms through, automating the reservation and the access to the
room. The implemented service was developed with open and modern tech-
nologies creating a positive environment to extend the work. Furthermore,
the pervasive service was successfully deployed as a pilot in Aalto Computer
Science Library. This achievement is a step forward to the research in this
area. Finally, to substantiate our work, we study the viability of the project
by presenting a business model. It was possible to highlight the powerful
characteristics of the framework and the issues to address it. This service
reached a step towards to commercial exploitation through the availability
and the convenience of the service; and the possibility to measure the space
utilization which allows to maximize its usage.
While this service was being developed, we faced some limitations con-
cerning: the technology implemented, for instance the user needs to have a
smartphone and a QR Code reader application in order to utilize our service;
it was not possible to integrate NFC technology in the service as the embed-
ded hardware used was not reliable enough; due to physical constraints in the
pilot environment, we could not use the NFC capabilities of the tablet either
the integration of the Aalto login option was not realized due to timing and
bureaucratic constraints.
This proposed service has potential to be extended by integrating more
advanced features, such as the following :
• Implementing sensors for sensing door status and detecting human pres-
ence. With these sensors it was possible to accurately prevent room
squatting and increase utilization efficiency.
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• Increasing the context-aware sensing data which consequently reduces
the user’s tasks. For instance, user proximity to the room eliminates
the necessity the user performs the second phase ‘At the Library’ by
instantaneously acknowledging is the right user to access the room.
• Spread the service to adapt to multiple smart environments.
• Switch the service to connections over HTTPS.
• Create an option for the user who booked the room, to allow other
people to open the door as well (i.e. delegation).
• Explore electronic lock alternatives.
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Appendix A
NFC - based prototypes
Besides the actual hardware-software solution presented in Chapter 3 and
deployed in the pilot, we have also investigated using Near Field Commu-
nication (NFC) as tag technology. To this end, we have performed the two
prototypes detailed next.
A.1 Raspberry PI equipped with a card reader
This prototype consist of a ACR122U USB NFC reader from Advanced Card
Sytems (ACS) and the Raspberry PI (Figure A.1). The ACR was acting as
a tag, behaving in card emulation mode. The Raspberry PI interacted with
the reader through libnfc. The issue with this solution was that the ACR was
unreliable. The problem persisted even when the ACR reader was connected
to an Unix Machine instead of the Raspberry PI.
Figure A.1: The NFC reader and the Raspberry PI
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A.2 Android phones equipped with NFC
After the first attempt, the next try was to use Android phones equipped
with NFC acting as an NFC card. To this end the mode used to continuously
rewrite the tag was the card emulation. The drawback was the phone that
simulates the user required to setup some parameters to communicate with
the other phone, which it was not practical.
Lastly, we moved to the P2P mode in both Androids. The solution worked
smoothly, as the phone was continuously transmitting the new TOTP and
the user phone was able to receive it. The only requirement needed from the
user phone was to enable the NFC option.
However, a small detail prevented us to use this NFC-based solution in
the pilot. For the P2P communication be established both phones require to
be touching back to back and unfortunately it was not feasible in our test
deployment, because the device would be attached to the glass for advertise
the QR Code and give instructions to the user.
The main propose of integrating the NFC in this service was to offer a
simple and fast alternative to the QR Code advertisement. Although, the
NFC integration on the phones are gradually increasing, the majority of them
still does not have it. For example the NFC in the iPhone has just appeared
recently.
